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ABSTRACT 

The theory of evolution is relatively new to the majority of teachers who teach Life 

Sciences in South African schools. It was introduced into the Grade 12 Life Sciences 

curriculum in 2008. 

The purpose of this study was to examine the subject matter knowledge of Life Sciences 

teachers regarding the theory of evolution. Furthermore the study aimed at finding out 

about the challenges that the Life Sciences teachers encounter during the teaching of 

evolution to their learners and how they deal with those challenges. This study also aimed 

to contribute to the field of research regarding Life Sciences  teacher’s understanding of 

the theory of evolution in a South African context. The focus of the research was on the 

teachers who were teaching Life Sciences at Grade 12 level in 2008. This study was 

underpinned by the conceptual framework developed by Lee Shulman (1986; 1987). 

Shulman (1986; 1987) argues that the subject matter knowledge should be the foundation 

for teaching. 

The research was conducted within the pragmatic paradigm. The data was collected from 

the Life Sciences teachers under Vulindlela Circuit in Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal. 

The methods of collection included questionnaires and individual interviews with selected 

teachers. Quantitative data were analysed using SPSS while qualitative data were 

analysed using thematic content analysis. 

The findings indicated that the Life Sciences teachers who were enacting the new 

curriculum do possess some knowledge of the theory of evolution. However there were 

some gaps in their understanding of the concepts related to the theory of evolution by 

natural selection. Probably Life Science teachers will also increase their knowledge and 
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levels of understanding of evolutionary concepts as they teach these year after year. This 

was evident from the scores of the teachers under the section of genetics. They scored 

high marks in this section because genetics was introduced into the Biology curriculum 

more than twenty years ago. Fossils, biogeography and natural selection were introduced 

in 2008, and teachers had much less knowledge about these topics than about genetics. 

This study also found that some teachers do encounter problems such as the views of 

students which contradict with that of evolution by natural selection. Teachers mentioned 

that they do not know how to handle such problems in the classroom during teaching in a 

manner that would not criticise religious beliefs of other learners. 

This study concluded that professional development of teachers in the form of workshops 

and in-service training should be an ongoing process within the Department of Education 

in order to help teachers with the ever-changing curriculum. 
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                                                 CHAPTER ONE 

1.1 Introduction 

 

This introductory chapter outlines the purpose of the study, describes the rationale 

behind the study and provides the general background to the study. The chapter 

also introduces the conceptual framework and methodology which will underpin the 

study.  Finally the research questions and overview of the study are provided. 

  

1.2 Focus of the study 

 

The theory of evolution is a relatively new topic in the field of teaching in South 

Africa. The introduction of the theory of evolution into the Life Sciences curriculum in 

2008 was an attempt to provide explanatory principles for the phenomena in living 

world (Mayr, 1982). Evolution is defined as the gradual process by which the present 

diversity of plant and animal life arose from the earliest and most primitive organisms 

(Curtis,1989). Evolution results in change in the frequency of alleles within a gene 

pool from one generation to the next.…..Evolution of species is evidenced by 

studying changes in species over space (biogeography) and over time, by studying 

the fossils (paleontology) (Johnson, 2009). 

The focus of this study was on grade 12 Life Sciences teachers. The purpose of the 

study was to examine the knowledge and understanding of the Life Sciences 

teachers regarding the theory of evolution. The study also aimed to investigate the 

challenges the Life Sciences teachers encounter during their teaching of the theory 

of evolution to the learners since this theory is a new topic in the curriculum in South 

Africa. 

There is a distinct gap in the literature based on the studies of Life Sciences 

teachers in South Africa with regard to their knowledge of the theory of evolution as 

well as the classroom challenges these teachers encounter during teaching of the 

theory of evolution. While some articles have appeared, trying to explore the 
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problem, there remains much to be investigated around introducing the theory of 

evolution into the South African school curriculum.   

 

The research questions that drove this study were the following: 

1. What content knowledge do the Life Sciences teachers possess regarding the 

theory of evolution? 

2. What challenges besides content knowledge do the Life Sciences teachers 

encounter during the teaching of evolution? 

In order to respond to these questions, we need to understand the conceptual 

framework which underpins my study on Life Sciences teachers’ knowledge and 

understanding about the theory of evolution. 

 

1.3 Conceptual Framework 

 

This study was guided by the conceptual framework developed by Lee Shulman 

(1986; 1987) concerning teachers’ areas of knowledge. Shulman (1986; 1987) 

describes a number of different types of knowledge that teachers need to have. He 

grouped these types of knowledge into three categories: Subject matter knowledge 

(SMK); Pedagogical knowledge (PK) and Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). 

Shulman (1986) developed the construct of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) in 

response to some problems encountered in teaching, especially in science teaching 

in the United States. According to Shulman (1987) subject matter knowledge 

involves the knowledge and understanding of facts, concepts and principles and the 

way in which they are organized as well as knowledge about the discipline   

(Shulman, 1986;1987). In order to answer the first research question, it was of 

paramount importance that I investigate teachers’ SMK regarding the theory of 

evolution. Pedagogical knowledge on the other hand refers to aspects about 

pedagogy which empowers teachers with self-awareness of educational system as a 

whole together with an understanding of learners. This type of knowledge paves the 

way to build in pedagogical expertise as well as an understanding of curriculum 
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materials. It allows the teachers to have a better understanding of their educational 

context (Shulman, 1987) .  

1.4 Research Design and Methodology 

 

My study was designed as a survey situated in the pragmatic paradigm, because it 

aimed to solve a problem (Creswell, 2003). The problem was to investigate the 

relationship between teachers’ subject knowledge and their difficulties in teaching 

evolution. It was a case study of a group of Life Sciences teachers who attended 

teacher development workshops organised by the Department of Education. The 

study reports on both qualitative and quantitative data gathered from the teachers. 

My study involved Life Sciences teachers who taught Grade 12 in 2008. This sample 

was chosen because 2008 was the year in which the theory of evolution was first 

taught explicitly in the Life Sciences curriculum, and learners wrote their final 

examination at the end of 2008. The total number of teachers who participated in this 

research study was 84. Four teachers from this sample were also interviewed after 

they completed a questionnaire. The questionnaire consisted of 30 multiple choice 

questions. Teachers completed the questionnaire by putting a circle around the 

correct letter of their choice. The data were analysed using the computer programme 

called Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). 

1.5 Motivation for the study 

 

Several studies (Stears, 2011; Ngxola & Sanders, 2008; Abrie, 2010; Holtman,2010 ) 

have been conducted in South Africa regarding the teaching of evolution since its 

introduction into the school curriculum. This study aimed at contributing to the limited 

studies about the subject matter knowledge that the Life Sciences teachers possess 

and the challenges regarding the teaching of the theory of evolution. This study is a 

survey of Life Sciences teachers’ understanding of evolution and exploring the 

challenges they face during the teaching of this theory. 
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I have been a Life Sciences teacher for 18 years. In February 2008 I attended a 

three-day workshop where the Life Sciences teachers from different schools 

received training on how to teach the theory of evolution, which was a new topic in 

Grade 12 in that year. In January 2009 we had an orientation workshop with the 

subject advisor for Life Sciences where we discussed the Grade 12 results for the 

previous year. The subject advisor pointed out that the learners’ performance in 

questions on evolution was very low when compared to other questions in the 

question paper. My study aimed to ascertain whether the Life Sciences teachers do 

possess the knowledge of the theory of evolution. The study also wanted to find out 

about the challenges that the teachers encounter during the teaching of the theory of 

evolution.  

 

My own interest in doing this study was because I have been involved in the marking 

of Grade 12 Life Sciences final examination since 2003. As a teacher who was 

involved in the marking of Paper 2 (which included questions on evolution) for Life 

Sciences in 2008, I became aware of the low performance of the learners in 

questions involving the theory of evolution. The questions on evolution were on the 

whole either very poorly answered or not even attempted. This resulted in poor 

performance of learners in paper two compared to paper one of Life Sciences. The 

analysis of learners’ performance for 2008 results in Life Sciences paper two also 

indicated that learners scored very low marks in questions that were based on the 

theory of evolution (Provincial Report, 2009). 
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Table 1.1: Average score from lowest to highest marks (12% - 53%) in 

individual questions in Life Sciences Paper 2 of 2008. Adapted from: KZN 

Provincial Report (2009). 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P 

1 Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 

2 3.2 2.1 3.3 2.2 1.5 4.2 1.2 4.3 3.4 3.1 2.3 1.6 1.3 1.4 1.1 4.1 

3 12% 15% 21% 27% 30% 32% 34% 35% 38% 39% 41% 43% 50% 52% 53% 53% 

 

Table 1.1 shows questions that were poorly performed. These questions were 

carefully selected from other questions in the question paper because they are 

based on the theory of evolution. The percentage under each sub-question indicates 

the average mark for learners in the district who got the answer correct for that 

particular question. In question 3.2, an average of 12% of the learners who wrote 

paper 2 in 2008 obtained the correct answer. Fifteen percent of leaners got the 

answer correct for question 2.1.   This suggests that many educators and learners 

need intervention regarding the theory of evolution (Provincial Report, 2009). 

 

Further investigation into this problem became the focus of this study. I became 

interested in finding out whether the Life Sciences teachers themselves know and 

understand what they teach in the theory of evolution. This is important because 

teachers’ knowledge either supports or hinders students’ learning and mastering of 

the subject matter (Veal & Kubasko, 2003). The problem therefore was to design a 

study that would investigate teachers’ knowledge and understanding of the theory 

evolution. 

1.6 Introduction of Biology into South African Schools 

 

According to Le Grange (2008), Biology was introduced into South African education 

because of influences from overseas. Firstly Biology was taught in the Cape 

Province only prior to 1934 then later to the Transvaal Province for the first time in 
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1935 (Preller, 1953, as cited in Le Grange, 2008). Prior to its introduction, Botany 

was taught as a school subject in most schools (Preller, 1953, as cited in Le Grange 

2008). Later the study of animal physiology and classification was included. From the 

time Biology was first introduced to all schools in South Africa, Biology focused 

mainly on plants and animal life. Later Biology was expanded to include molecular 

biology (Le Grange, 2008). During this period several criticisms were raised about 

the relevance of Biology to the lives of learners and South African citizens. Such 

critiques were aimed at questioning the dominance of a science of life approach to 

Biology education and argued for inclusion of elements of a science of living 

approach (Doidge, 1996, as cited in Le Grange, 2008). 

 

1.7 Curriculum Reform in the New South Africa 

 

Prior to 1994 education in South Africa has been a site for struggle between the two 

opponents, the ruling government at that time and the current democratic 

government. Curriculum reform followed immediately after the newly elected 

democratic government in 1994. Under the new democratic government, education 

was transformed and the curriculum was revised. The old curriculum was “cleansed”, 

i.e. the most offensive language was removed and the curriculum was “purged of 

their most controversial and out-dated content” (Jansen, 1999, p.57). Cleansing the 

curriculum was also done because the new government which was led by ANC 

wanted to iron out variations in the curriculum which was used by different education 

departments which existed in the past in South Africa. 

After the 1994 democratic elections, the new government of South Africa was under 

pressure to bring about transformation in education. So the ministry and other 

stakeholders became involved in the national process of curriculum revision. The 

interim core syllabus was described by Jansen (1999, p. 62), as an act of “political 

symbolism”. This policy document consisted of a brief introduction with the objectives 

of the syllabus and some details about the examination at the end of the year. The 

content inside the document for Grades 10-12 was divided into Higher Grade and 

Standard Grade since at that time learners had to choose between the two. 
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Curriculum 2005 (DoE, 1997) arose out of a coalition process designed to ensure the 

integration of education and training through the National Qualification Framework 

(NQF). After the announcement of the introduction of the new curriculum in 1995 by 

the Minister of Education at that time, the implementation was scheduled for all 

grades by the year 2000. This was later rescheduled in 1997 and the revised time 

table stretched up to 2008 (in Grade 12). The new curriculum then became known as 

Curriculum 2005. 

The master plan for C2005 was launched in March 1997, with the implementation in 

Grade 1 scheduled for 1998, and Grade 7 in 1999. It was thus to be phased in 

progressively so that it would cover all grades by year 2005. This curriculum had 

three design features as follows: 

 Outcomes-based 

 Integrated knowledge system 

 Learner-centred pedagogy 

Outcomes-Based Education (OBE) was implemented in South African schools from 

1997. This kind of education was intended to enable the learners to achieve their full 

learning potential by the time they left school.  The learning outcomes are specified 

for each learning area and they are the vehicles for teaching and learning in the 

classroom. Outcomes-Based Education encourages a learner-centred 

(constructivist) approach. The educator is expected to design the activities for 

learners to be engaged in during teaching, bearing in mind which learning outcomes 

are to be achieved at the end of the lesson. For each learning outcome there are 

assessment standards which describe what learners should know and be able to do 

at a certain grade. They demonstrate the kind of knowledge, skills and values that 

are required to achieve learning outcomes. The outcomes act as vehicles of the 

knowledge to be taught to learners.  
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1.8 Life Sciences Curriculum in South Africa 

 

Before 1994, Biology and Physiology were taught as two different subjects at a high 

school level (Grades 10-12). The Interim Core Syllabus used from 1994 to 2005 was 

replaced by a National Curriculum Statement (NCS) for Grades 10-12 (DoE, 2003. 

The NCS was to be phased into the Further Education and Training band (Grades 

10-12), beginning with Grade 10 in 2006. Outcomes-Based Education (OBE) 

continued to be the core of the National Curriculum Statement (Chisholm, 2002). 

During the introduction of the National Curriculum Statement (DoE,2003) in South 

Africa, many subjects adopted new names. Life Sciences as a subject emerged from 

a combination of two subjects, i.e. Biology and Physiology (Dempster, 2007).  

The National Curriculum Statement Policy document for Life Sciences stipulates 

three Learning Outcomes (LO) and three Assessment Standards (AS) to guide the 

teaching of the subject. These three LOs should not be covered in isolation but 

should be linked and integrated with the three ASs. The AS for each LO specify 

more complex, deeper and broader knowledge, skills, values and understanding to 

be achieved in each grade (DoE, 2007).The three LOs for the Life Sciences (Grades 

10-12) are described in the National Curriculum Statement Grade 10-12 (General) 

Life Sciences, (DoE, 2003): 

Learning Outcome 1 

Scientific enquiry and problem-solving skills 

The learner is able to confidently explore and investigate phenomena relevant to life 

sciences by using inquiry, problem solving, critical thinking and other skills. 

Learning Outcome 2 

Construction and Application of Life Sciences knowledge 

The learner is able to access, interpret, construct and use Life Sciences concepts to 

explain phenomena relevant to Life Sciences. 
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Learning Outcome 3 

Life sciences, Technology, Environment and Society. 

The learner is able to demonstrate an understanding of nature of science, the 

influence of ethics and biases in the Life Sciences, and the interrelationship of 

science, technology, indigenous knowledge, the environment and society. 

For each leaning outcome above there are three assessment standards that need to 

be used when assessing the learners’ knowledge. The assessment standards are as 

follows: 

Assessment Standards for Learning Outcome 1 

1. Identifying and questioning phenomena and planning an investigation 

2. Conducting an investigation by collecting and manipulating data 

3. Analysing, synthesising, evaluating data and communicating findings. 

 

Assessment Standards for Learning Outcome 2 

1. Accessing knowledge 

2. Interpreting and making meaning of knowledge in Life Sciences 

3. Showing an understanding of the application of Life Sciences knowledge in 

everyday life. 

Assessment Standards for Learning Outcome 3 

1. Exploring and evaluating scientific ideas of past and present cultures 

2. Comparing and evaluating the uses and development of resources and 

products and their impact on environment and society 

3. Comparing the influence of different beliefs, attitudes and values on scientific 

knowledge. 
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The following table is a summary of the three Learning Outcomes and their 

Assessment Standards in Life Sciences. The three LOs address the Critical and 

Developmental Outcomes. Assessment Standards are the vehicles through which 

the LOs can be achieved. The Assessment Standards for each Learning Outcome 

specify the progressively more complex, deeper and broader knowledge, skills, 

values and understanding to be achieved in each grade (DoE, 2003). The table 

below shows how the LOs for Life Sciences relate to the ASs. It also shows the 

progression of each AS per grade.  
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Table 1.2 Summary of the Life Sciences Learning Outcomes and Assessment 

Standards (DoE, 2003) 

           A B C D E 

   Grade 10 Grade 11  Grade 12 

1 LO    1      LO 1   Scientific Inquiry 

And Problem Solving 

Skills 

 

AS1 Identifies and 

questions phenomena 

and plans 

investigation 

1. Identifies and 

questions 

phenomena 

1.Identifies  

phenomena 

involving one 

variable to be tested 

1.Generates and test 

hypothesis based on 

identified phenomena for 

situations involving more 

than one variable 

2 LO1 S L    

and 

 and                    

AS2 Conduct an 

investigation by 

collecting and 

manipulating 

data 

4 

 

4. Systematically and 

accurately collects 

data using selected 

instruments and 

techniques 

4.Compares instruments 

and techniques to improve 

accuracy and reliability of 

data collection 

3  AS3.Analyse, 

synthesizes and 

evaluate data and 

communicate findings 

6.analyse, 

synthesizes, 

evaluates data and 

communicates 

findings 

6. Compares data 

and constructs 

meaning to explain 

findings 

7.Critically  analyses, 

reflects on and evaluates 

findings 

4  AS1.Access 

knowledge 

1.Uses prescribed 

method to access 

information 

1.Uses various 

methods and 

sources to access 

information 

1. Uses various methods 

and sources to access 

relevant information from 

a variety of context 

5 LO 2 Life Sciences 

knowledge 

AS2 Interprets and 

makes meaning of 

knowledge in Life 

Sciences 

2.Identifies 

concepts, 

principles, laws, 

theories and 

models of Life 

Sciences in the 

context of 

everyday life 

2.Identifies, describe 

and explains 

concepts, principles, 

laws, theories and 

models by 

illustrating 

relationships 

2. interprets, organises, 

analyses, compares and 

evaluates concepts, 

principles, laws, theories 

and models and their 

application in a variety of 

ways 

6  AS3 Shows 

understanding of how 

life sciences 

knowledge is applied 

in everyday life 

4.Organises, 

analyses and 

interprets 

concepts, 

principles, laws, 

theories and 

models of life 

sciences in the 

context of 

everyday life 

4. Analyse and 

evaluates the costs 

and benefit of 

applied Life 

Sciences knowledge 

3.Evaluates and presents 

an application of Life 

Sciences knowledge 

7  AS1 Explores and 

evaluates the scientific 

ideas of past and 

present cultures 

1.Identifies and 

investigates 

scientific ideas and 

indigenous 

knowledge of past 

and present 

cultures 

1.Compares 

scientific ideas and 

indigenous 

knowledge of past 

and present culture 

1.Critically evaluates 

scientific ideas and 

indigenous knowledge of 

past and present cultures 
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Table 1.2 above shows the progression of the assessment standards from Grade 10 

to Grade 12. It also indicates what a learner should be able to do to show that he/she 

has achieved each learning outcome in each grade.  

1.9    Introducing evolution into the Life Sciences curriculum    

 

During the revision of the Interim Core Syllabus, one of the challenges that faced the 

Biology curriculum was the argument about the ‘Creator Clause’ which was present 

as one of the objectives of the science curriculum. The objective states that “the child 

becomes aware of the Majesty of creation through his acquaintance with the wonder 

and order of creation.........and in this way develops a sense of awe and reverence of 

the Creator” (Jansen, 1999, p.62). The argument was that the ‘Creator clause’ 

should be removed. It was felt that the ‘Creator Clause’ reflected the dominant 

ideology of Christian National Education and it was thought that it might interfere with 

the teaching of evolution. The clause was then removed. 

A school Biology curriculum which fails to mention the word “evolution” as was the 

case with Interim Core Syllabus (ICS) under the Christian National Education has to 

be seen as being critically flawed and in need of revision (Johnson, 2009). Lever 

(2002, p.41) mentioned that the exclusion of Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural 

8 LO 3 Life Sciences, 

technology, 

Environment and 

Society 

AS2 compares and 

evaluated the uses and 

developments of 

resources and 

products and their 

impact on environment 

and society 

2.Describes 

different ways in 

which resources 

are used and 

applied to the 

development of 

products, and 

report on their 

impact on the 

environment and 

society 

2.Compares different 

ways in which 

resources are used 

in the development 

of biotechnological 

products, and 

analyse the impact 

on the environment 

2.Analyse and evaluates 

different ways in which 

resources are used in the 

development of 

biotechnological products, 

and make informed 

decisions about their use 

and management in 

society for a healthy, 

sustainable environment 

9  AS3 Compares the 

influence of different 

beliefs, attitudes and 

values on scientific 

knowledge 

3.Analyses and 

describes the 

influence of 

different beliefs, 

attitudes and 

values on scientific 

knowledge and its 

application to 

society 

3.Copmares 

scientific ideas and 

indigenous 

knowledge of past 

and present cultures 

3.Critically evaluates and 

takes a justifiable position 

on beliefs, attitudes and 

values that influence 

developed scientific and 

technological knowledge 

and their application in 

society 
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selection from South African Biology curriculum served to reduce the syllabus 

content to a “tedious compendium of facts for children to regurgitate”. By omitting 

evolution, which is a concept regarded as biology’s highest integrating principle, the 

ICS presented the subject as being weak (Johnson, 2009). 

Lever’s paper formed a point of departure for a meeting where different stakeholders 

in South Africa came together to discuss their views on the introduction of evolution 

into the school curriculum (James & Wilson, 2002). This meeting led to the inclusion 

of evolution in the Natural Science syllabus for the GET phase. 

Similarly, Le Grange (2008) argues that topics such as evolution were not explicitly 

stated in the school curriculum (ICS) but only appeared under sections for 

enrichment. The reason he gives is that it was so because of the religious beliefs of 

the ruling government at that time. 

1.10 The National Curriculum Statement (NCS) for Life Sciences 

 

In constructing the National Curriculum Statement (DoE, 2003), debates which 

focused on the language of the curriculum and the selection of what was to be taught 

emerged. In the course of public comment on the draft of the Revised National 

Curriculum Statement grade R-9 (RNCS), a vocal campaign against the teaching of 

evolution was conducted by the Christian Right. The selection of what was to be 

taught, mainly in the Social Sciences curriculum but also in Natural Sciences, was 

contested (Chisholm, 2002). Not all Christians and other people of the religion felt 

the same way about the curriculum and its treatment of evolution (Chidester, 2002 

as cited in Chisholm, 2005). 

The National Curriculum Statement (DoE, 2003) Life Sciences policy was gazetted in 

2003 and was first implemented in 2006 in Grade 10, the first year in which the 

subject names were changed. Learners in Grade 11 and 12 continued with the ICS. 

In 2007 National Curriculum Statement grade 10-12 was introduced in Grade 11 

followed by its introduction in Grade 12 in 2008.  

This National Curriculum Statement included new topics, such as social and 

environmental issues. 2008 was the first year that the theory of evolution was taught 
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in South African schools. All the concepts of evolution were introduced and taught to 

learners for the first time when learners were in Grade 12. Learners had to write their 

final examination containing questions based on evolution in November 2008. The 

introduction of the theory of evolution in 2008 in Grade 12 content posed a 

tremendous challenge for South African teachers when one considers that during 

their teacher education programmes, many teachers who trained in the colleges of 

education or some universities pre-1994 were not taught about the theory of 

evolution. This was prohibited because of the ideology of the Christian National 

Education policy of the National Party government prior to 1994. Most Life Sciences 

teachers had very little subject matter knowledge to teach the theory of evolution. 

This is one of the reasons I became interested in conducting this study, which 

involves Life Sciences teachers and their understanding of evolution. 

Reactions to National Curriculum Statement (DoE, 2003) for the Life Sciences were 

mixed. The inclusion of socially relevant content in the National Curriculum 

Statement (DoE, 2003) Life Sciences was welcomed by some researchers, such as 

Le Grange (2008). Le Grange (2008) argues that the new curriculum has marked a 

shift from a “science of life to a science of living” approach.  Le Grange (2008) 

reports that school Biology (as it was so called before the subject name change) was 

focused mainly on plants and animals and later it expanded and included molecular 

biology, ecology and genetics. The order of presentation of topics in the National 

Curriculum Statement (DoE, 2003) changed from the Interim Core Syllabus, with 

some topics that were previously taught in Grade 12 being moved to either Grade 11 

or Grade 10.  

National Curriculum Statement (DoE, 2003) had a three-year lifespan. Dempster and 

Hugo (2006) criticised the lack of coherence and sequencing in NCS, particularly 

with regard to the teaching of evolution. This lack of coherence is mapped in detail 

by Johnson (2009). Dempster and Hugo (2006) showed that the foundations for 

understanding evolution were present in the Natural Science curriculum, but not 

carried through to Grade 10. They argued that effective teaching of evolution rests 

on foundational concepts that need to be established before presentation of the 

theory of evolution. They included awareness of deep time and the fossil record, 

awareness of the scope of diversity, but similarities within major taxonomic groups, 
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and awareness of biogeography as foundational concepts that should be established 

before the theory of evolution is presented.  

 

1.11 The New Content Framework for Life Sciences (NCS2) 

 

As a result of critical comment on the content specification for NCS1, a revision of 

the content was conducted in 2006 and 2007. NCS1 was then replaced by NCS2 

which was phased in from 2009 in Grade 10. NCS 2 also has a three-year life span, 

since it will be replaced by the Curriculum and Assessment Policy in 2012. It was 

examined for the first time in 2011 in Grade 12. Table 2.2 shows some content topics 

that changed grades in NCS2.  

 

Table 1.3: Topics in the Life Sciences syllabus that have moved from one 

Grade to another. (Grade 10-12) (Maintaining Standards Report. Part 2, 2008) 

 

 A B C D 

1 Topic ICS Grade: NCS1 Grade: NCS2 

Grade 

2 Photosynthesis 12 10 10 

3 Cellular Respiration 12 10 10 

4 Nutrition 12 10 10 

5 Gaseous exchange 12 10 10 

6 DNA structure and  function 11 12 12 

7 Human reproduction 11 12 12 

8 Excretion 12 11 11 

9 Plant water relations 12 11 11 

10 Evolution by natural selection  New in Grade 

12 

12 

11 Environmental issues  New in Grade 

12 

11 
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Johnson’s (2009) analysis of the changing curriculum for Biology and Life Sciences 

over the period 1994 – 2008 showed that the National Curriculum Statement 1 that 

was used from 2006-2009 contained more subject matter that was relevant to daily 

life than the Interim Core Syllabus, but that progression and coherence were lacking. 

The National Curriculum Statement 2 for Life Sciences had better progression and 

coherence, particularly in the strand “Diversity, Change and Continuity”. Awareness 

of the long history of life on earth was established in Grade 10 and descent with 

modification and biogeography in Grade 11.  The theory of evolution by natural 

selection was formally studied in Grade 12.  

 

1.12 Curriculum and Assessment Policy for Grade 10-12 (2012) 

 

In 2009 there was a review of the Revised National Curriculum Statement Grade R-9 

and National Curriculum Statement for Grade 10-12. The two curriculum statements 

were amended in 2009 and a single curriculum and statement policy document was 

developed for each subject. This new curriculum (Curriculum and Assessment Policy 

Grade R-12) is a policy for teaching and learning in South Africa. It comprises of the 

following: 

1. Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS). 

2. Promotion requirements for Grades R-12. 

3. National Protocol for Assessment Grades R-12. 

CAPS has been implemented in Grade 10 as from January 2012 into South 

African schools. 

  

1.13  Layout of the Dissertation 

 

My study consists of five chapters. I use chapter one to clarify the focus of the study, 

to briefly describe the conceptual framework and research design to be used and to 
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define the rationale of the study in a South African context. The key research 

questions that direct the study are also discussed. 

In chapter two I review literature in the field of study. I examine the Life Sciences 

curriculum in South Africa. The background of the study in terms of Life Sciences 

curriculum changes in South Africa was also presented. I also review the need for 

science curriculum revision by describing the reshuffling of topics from grade to 

grade in the Life Sciences curriculum. I also review the literature about the teaching 

of evolution in South African contexts as well as in other countries. Finally I discuss 

the conceptual framework designed by Lee Shulman (1986) on teachers’ 

pedagogical content knowledge. This literature will be used to synthesize the 

findings in chapter four. 

The methodology chapter identifies the paradigm in which I place my research study. 

The process I used to capture and analyse data is also detailed in this chapter. The 

limitations of the study are also identified. 

In chapter four I present my findings and I provide both quantitative and qualitative 

analysis of data. The quantitative data are presented in the form of tables and 

graphs whereas the qualitative data are presented in the form of discussion and text 

from the interviewees.  The qualitative data are used to demonstrate a deep 

knowledge of the theory of evolution by the participants. 

Chapter five presents the overall discussion on the findings from the quantitative and 

qualitative data as well as the conclusion and recommendations based on the 

findings of the study.  

It is hoped that the results of my study would provide facilitators involved in the 

training and preparation of teachers with necessary insight into the needs and 

challenges of teachers. I also see this experience as part of my long journey in 

improving my teaching and learning practice. 
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                                                     CHAPTER TWO 

              LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1  Introduction 

 

This literature review aims at highlighting education reform in South Africa 

particularly the Life Sciences curriculum reform for the past few years. This is done 

in order to provide background for understanding the introduction of the theory of 

evolution in the school curriculum in the Further Education and Training (FET) 

(Grades 10- 12) Phase and the implications of the implementation process of this 

new curriculum in Grade 12 in 2008. Furthermore, previous studies are reviewed 

which have a relationship to this study. Most of these studies focus on the teaching 

of evolution, as well as attitudes, beliefs and misconceptions by students and 

teachers about the theory of evolution. 

 

2.2  Curriculum Coherence in Science 

 

Newman, Schmidt, Allensworth & Bryk (2001, p.301) define curriculum coherence as 

“sensible connections and co-ordination between the topics that students study in 

each subject within a grade and as they advance through grades.” Schmidt, Wang 

and McKnight (2005) argue that the subject matter should progress from particular to 

deep knowledge structures which connect particular topics, and that this progression 

should occur both within and across the grades. They argue that curriculum 

coherence is vital for successful induction into a subject and that new topics should 

not be introduced before the pre-requisite knowledge has been covered. They further 

point out that progression should represent a continuing penetration of the discipline 

moving to a deeper structure. 
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Bybee (2003) argues that science teachers need to have an understanding of the 

science they teach in relation to other ideas or topics in science. If science teachers 

lack this understanding, the expectations of the new curriculum may never be 

reached and teachers will fail to assist students to understand science as a coherent 

subject (Bybee, 2003). Coherence in science is described by Bybee (2003) as a 

group of related ideas representing a coherent structure with unifying concepts such 

as diversity and evolution of living organisms. Curriculum materials in high-

performing nations focus on fewer topics, but also communicate the expectation that 

those topics will be taught in a deeper and more profound way (Schmidt, McKnight, 

Valverde, Houang, Wang, Wiley, Cogan & Wolfe, 2001). 

Coherence in science means making real choices about what to teach in science 

and how to teach it and articulate those choices in a consistent manner (Newman et 

al., 2001). Curriculum coherence in science is one of the keys to the learning and 

understanding of science. The teachers’ responsibility is to help students to 

understand the science they teach and during teaching there should be connections 

among the ideas which will provide a coherent teaching experience for learners 

(Eberle, 1990).  

 

2.3 Need for Science Curriculum Revision 

 

The goals of science have been debated continuously since the inception of science 

as a school subject in the late 19th century (Aikenhead, 2006 ). The goals of school 

science education are determined by numerous factors such as historical, political, 

economical and sociological context, the agents that are responsible for drawing up 

the curriculum. None of the above is static and because of that the science 

curriculum needs to be revised more often than other subjects (Roberts, 1988). 

Donnelly (2006, p.623) argues that science as a school subject is “the most revised 

of established curriculum areas.” He points out that science curriculum is revised to 

keep pace with advances in scientific knowledge. According to other researchers it is 

also revised in response to the concern on the part of the state, higher education 
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institutions, teachers or public about the students’ poor performance in the subject or 

in international comparative tests such as TIMSS (Adler, 2006; Valverde, 2005). 

 

Science education has been researched and discussed by various authors such as 

Le Grange (2008); Rosenthal and Bybee (1987); Goodson (1993) and Atkin and 

Black (2003). Morais and Neves  (2001) argue that science curricular revision may 

be due to the changes in socio-political landscape. A new socio-political context 

results in the revision of the science curriculum. The revision of the curriculum is 

determined by the goals of the agents that are responsible for drawing up the new 

curriculum. Some researchers argue that science should be meaningful to the 

students and relevant to life outside school (De Feiter & Ncube, 1999).  The 

government, parent bodies and interest groups like religious organisations also play 

a role in shaping the science curriculum. These groups have a say in what should 

be/not be included in the school science curriculum, in particular with regard to 

socially controversial biological issues in the curriculum (Johnson, 2009). Science 

should also be revised because of socio-economic reasons. Science and technology 

should be part of every student’s education so as to equip them with knowledge 

required for global economic competitiveness (De Feiter & Ncube, 1999).  

2.4  The Impact of Curriculum Reform 

 

Studies of policy implementation assume that those who will have to implement the 

new policies understand “the intended policy message” (McDermott, 2006, p.6). 

Failed implementation may mean that implementers honestly did not understand 

what policy makers intended them to do. The implementation process becomes 

ineffective if teachers have insufficient confidence and mastery of both subject 

content and basic teaching skills. Knowledge and understanding of content is 

considered to be the most important factor for a teacher to teach effectively (De 

Feiter, Vonk & Van der Akker, 1995, p. 46). 
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Research by Schneider and Krajcik (2002) has found that enacting reform-based 

curriculum is not easy.  There are many challenges regarding the teaching of a 

reformed curriculum, such as teachers’ knowledge of various techniques to promote 

learning and teachers’ understanding of the new content. During the implementation 

of the new school curriculum, teachers become novices again (Schneider & Krajcik, 

2002). Curriculum materials have been designed to support learners not to support 

teachers’ learning. In order to support learning, Ball and Cohen (1996) suggest that 

curriculum materials should be designed in a manner that is educative for teachers. 

Rogan (2007) examined how science teachers responded to C2005 when it was 

implemented in South African schools. He studied science teachers in one of the 

rural schools in Mpumalanga Province in South Africa. His study found that there 

was a gap between what was intended by the new curriculum (policy) and what the 

teachers were really doing (practice) in their classrooms. There were factors that 

hindered the implementation of C2005. Rogan (2007) argues that implementation 

strategies are effective when they take place ahead of the practice. In other words 

he states that curriculum implementation strategies should be “within the zone of 

feasible innovation” (Rogan, 2007, p.100). According to him there should be capacity 

to support that innovation before it is implemented. Teachers should be given time to 

understand C2005 and its intentions, and should be given enough time to shift their 

mind (paradigm shift) from the old (NATED 550) to the new (C2005) curriculum as to 

be able to enact the reformed curriculum. 

 2.5   Teachers and Introduction of Evolutionary Principles and Ideas into 

School Curriculum in South Africa 

 

The introduction of the theory of evolution in 2008 in the Grade 12 curriculum posed 

many challenges for teachers. Some of the challenges were the complexity of the 

topic, the teachers’ content knowledge about the curriculum and their attitude 

towards the proposed curriculum. This left some of the Life Science teachers not 

knowing how to deal with the topic in their classrooms. One of the reasons was that 

most of the teachers did not study evolution during their teacher training at tertiary 

level. This was mentioned by most of the teachers during the workshop in February 

2008 prior to the teaching of this theory. Fullan (1991) argues that the success or 
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failure of curriculum change depends on what teachers do and think of the new 

curriculum changes and how they respond to new developments. This is particularly 

true when the topic of evolution is introduced, as was the case with the NCS Life 

Sciences.  

“The theory of evolution states that the diversity of life on this planet is due to 

slow changes that happened over millions of years. Furthermore, all present-

day life forms have descended from, and are related to, those that lived in 

the past” (Clitheroe, Dempster, Doige, Marsden, Mbambisa, Sinleton, & van 

Aarde, 2010). 

According to Veal and Kubasko (2003) evolution is one of the unifying concepts in 

Biology. The theory of evolution states that life began after the earth was formed 

approximately 4.6 billion years ago. Evolutionary theory is supported by empirical, 

data-driven evidence and explanations. New evidence in evolutionary theory has 

altered the scientific understanding through time and will continue to do so as new 

discoveries and evidence are being added to existing knowledge base (National 

Academy of Science, 2008). Table 2.3 indicates how the theory of evolution was 

introduced in the Life Sciences curriculum from 2008. 
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Table 2.1: Roll-out of versions of the NCS 2006-2011, and evolution-related 

topics. (Adapted from: Dempster, 2010) 

National Curriculum Statement (NCS1) 

National Curriculum Statement (NCS2 )  

 

 A B C D E F G H 

1   2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

2 Grade 

10 

Curriculum NCS1 NCS1 NCS1 NCS2 NCS2 NCS2 

3  Evolution 

Topics 

No 

Evolution 

  History 

of life 

  

4 Grade 

11 

Curriculum ICS NCS1 NCS1 NCS1 NCS2 NCS2 

5  Evolution 

Topics 

No 

Evolution 

   Descent 

with 

modification 

 

6 Grade 

12 

Curriculum ICS ICS NCS1 NCS1 NCS1 NCS2 

7  Evolution 

Topics 

No 

evolution 

 Theory 

of 

evolution 

  Genetics 
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There are four knowledge areas for Life Sciences in the NCS: 

* Tissues, cells and molecular studies 

* Structure and control of processes in basic life system 

* Environmental studies 

* Diversity, change and continuity 

Content related to evolution is located in the knowledge area Diversity, change and 

continuity. Topics within this knowledge area in Grade 12 in the NCS1 version of the 

Life Sciences curriculum are: 

- Origin of species 

- Evolution theories, mutation, natural selection, macro-evolution and speciation 

- Fundamental aspects of fossil studies 

- Cradle of humankind (South Africa) 

- Biological evidence of the evolution of populations 

- Popular theories of mass extinction (DoE, 2007). 

The problem with NCS1 was that the curriculum lumps the entire topics relevant to 

evolution in Grade 12. NCS2 curriculum builds up the theory of evolution from Grade 

10 to 12. In Grade 10, learners are taught: 

       *   The history of life on Earth and fossil record 

 The diversity of life, which can be grouped into six kingdoms. 

In Grade 11, learners are taught: 

 Descent with modification  

 Biogeography 

 Major phyla of plants and animals, and the relationships between the phyla.  

In Grade 12 learners are taught: 

 The theory of evolution by natural selection 

 Genetics. 
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The spread out of the theory of evolution in the NCS2 makes it easier for learners to 

understand evolution by natural selection because the foundations are laid in Grades 

10 and 11 ( DoE,2007). 

 

2.6   Teaching the Theory of Evolution in South African Schools 

 

Ngxola and Saunders (2008) investigated how one of the institutions (an in-service 

training centre) may influence teachers’ knowledge about evolution and attitudes 

towards the teaching of evolution. Their study involved 125 South African secondary 

school teachers who were expected to teach evolution for the first time. Data was 

collected from four different groups of teachers who attended in-service workshops 

on the teaching of evolution. According to Ngxola and Saunders (2008), the 

introduction of evolution posed some challenges to Life Sciences teachers, since the 

majority of them were not well trained on how to teach the new curriculum in general, 

and particularly the topic of evolution (Ngxola & Saunders, 2008; Stears, 2006). The 

results showed that some teachers had knowledge gains in aspects of evolution and 

their attitudes changed positively, although some misconceptions were not changed 

by their visits to the centre (Ngxola & Saunders, 2008). 

The introduction of the theory of evolution in South African school curriculum in 2008 

has led to several studies being conducted by different scholars. Abrie (2010) 

investigated the attitudes of South African student teachers towards the theory of 

evolution and their willingness to teach it. The participants were first, second and 

third year students who were training to become Biology teachers at one university in 

South Africa. These student teachers had completed matric prior to 2008 and they 

had to interpret the new curriculum as secondary school Biology teachers with very 

little training about the theory of evolution. Results revealed that about 89% of the 

participants reject evolution giving the reason that they were religious. About 70% of 

the participants felt that they were adequately prepared to teach evolution but the 

data revealed that these teachers have a poor understanding of evolution and they 

had many misconceptions (Abrie, 2010). Of the participants, 76% agreed that it was 
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important for Life Science teachers to understand the theory of evolution well enough 

to be able to make sense of the subject in general (Abrie, 2010). 

  

 

Another study with students who were doing their final year in Biology education as 

part of a BEd degree in a university in South Africa was conducted recently by 

Stears (2011). This research study involved 24 final-year Biology students. The 

purpose of the study was to determine students’ scientific understanding of evolution 

after they had completed the module in evolution as well as to explore the 

relationship between students’ understanding of evolution and their understanding of 

the nature of science. Furthermore, the study wanted to find out how these students 

view the evolution/religion conflict and how this may influence their teaching of 

evolution (Stears, 2011). 

 

The findings were that, at the end of the module, students showed some 

improvement in their content knowledge and a considerable improvement in their 

understanding of the NOS. With regard to their attitudes towards evolution; they 

showed a better understanding and altered their views of the conflict between 

science and religion. Stears (2011) suggests that teacher education programmes 

should focus on improving understanding of the NOS, and to give support to 

students on how to deal with conflict that may arise during teaching in their 

classrooms. She argues that teacher education should not only focus on conceptual 

understanding of evolution. 
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2.7   Teaching the Theory of Evolution in Other Countries 

 

 

The topic of evolution in the science curriculum has been a persistently controversial 

issue in American education for decades (Veal & Kubasko, 2003). The debates that 

emerged in the United States of America regarding why and how evolution is taught 

have influenced the teaching of science curricula (Veal & Kubasko, 2003). Although 

evolution in the United States of America remains controversial for many people, its 

teaching is still required by the curriculum in most states (Veal & Kubasko,2003). 

Teachers need to be aware of the controversy surrounding evolution and must 

approach this topic with sensitivity and finesse. 

The controversy about the teaching of evolution in schools is because for many 

people the ideas on the theory of evolution contradict their religious beliefs. The 

issue of science and religious beliefs likely will not subside and teachers who 

implement the curriculum will feel the impact of these divergent positions (Veal & 

Kubasko, 2003). But according to Branch (2009) learning and accepting evolution 

does not need to threaten personal religious beliefs. In his article, he mentions that 

teachers should consider the following factors as a pre-requisite to handle 

controversies: 

Teachers should: 

 Respect the views of others. 

 Insist on testable ideas (sometimes learners would come with opposing ideas 

to evolution and they should ask whether the idea is testable or not). 

 Acknowledge ignorance (if a teacher does not know the answer to a problem 

raised by a learner, he/she must acknowledge that, then search for it later). 

 Distinguish the roles of science and religion in that science by definition is 

limited to the material world but does not provide moral guidance (e.g. a 

person cannot turn to science for life values but the Bible can provide these 

(Branch, 2009). 
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Some teachers ignore teaching evolution because they have not been trained in the 

subject; they fear controversy and do not know how to handle it (DoE,2009). 

Teachers should emphasise to their learners that evolution is a well-established fact 

which is supported by multiple lines of evidence (Branch, 2009). Without evolutionary 

theory, Biology is divested of the needed themes, coherence, understanding and 

interpretation of relationships (Cavallo & McCall, 2008). The National Academy of 

Science (National Academy of Sciences, 2008) as in Cavallo and McCall (2008) 

state that, evolution is a core concept in Biology based on the study of past life forms 

and the study of the relatedness and diversity of present-day organisms. The rapid 

advances now being made in the Life Sciences and in medicine rest on the 

principles derived from an understanding of evolution (National Academy of 

Sciences, 2008). 

Evolution is an interesting subject. It is the unifying theme in Biology. Dobzhansky 

(1973) went so far as to say “Nothing in Biology make sense except in the light of 

evolution”. So it is important for students to understand the theory of evolution 

because it provides the foundation upon which other concepts can be built and it 

also provides a framework into which complex biological systems fit (Nieswandt & 

Bellomo, 2009). Scharmann (2005, p.13) points out that the theory of evolution is 

considered “as the most contemporary problem-solving tool at the disposal of 

biologists”. Its teaching is of crucial importance to pupils and essential to scientific 

literacy.  

The teaching of evolution is also determined among other factors by the attitudes of 

teachers and their knowledge base. A study of the comparison between Korean and 

American teachers’ understanding of evolution and nature of science as well as their 

acceptance of evolution found that Korean science teachers showed moderate 

evolutionary acceptance levels when compared to American science teachers’ 

samples. Korean teachers’ understanding of the nature of science was related to 

their acceptance and understanding of evolution (Kim & Nehm, 2010). 

Studies in the United State of America (Cavallo & McCall, 2008; Chuang, 2003; Veal 

& Kubasko, 2003) about the evolutionary knowledge among science teachers have 

revealed that there is a range of practices, beliefs, attitudes and competences and 

deliberate non-teaching of evolution. About half of the science teachers from New 
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York City, California and Indiana preferred that creationism or intelligent design be 

taught in public schools (Nehm & Schofold, 2007; Troost, 1966) 

Research by Donnelly and Boome (2007) reveal that in some states in the United 

States of America, teachers allocate very little time to teaching evolution in their 

classrooms. Many teachers hesitate to teach evolution in a thorough manner 

because they do not fully understand the theory (Rutledge & Warden, 2000).Griffith 

& Brem (2004) argue in their study that many teachers face challenges from 

students and the local community when they do teach evolution. Some parents 

oppose the teaching of evolution to their children because of strong religious beliefs. 

It was also reported that a small number of teachers have faced criminal charges 

when they tried to teach evolution to their students (Griffith & Brem, 2004).  

It has been established that in America as well, some science teachers do not want 

to teach evolution in their classroom (Aguillard, 1999; Eve & Dunn, 1990) because 

they do not feel adequately prepared to teach the topic (Griffith & Brem, 2004). It has 

also been discovered through research that science teachers’ knowledge of 

evolution and the nature of science is often very low and some teachers possess 

naive scientific worldviews (Moore, 2008). 

 

A survey of high school biology teachers in USA reveals that teachers’ qualifications 

were a contributing factor to how to deal with the topic of evolution during teaching 

(Berkman, Pacheso & Plutzer, 2008). Teachers who completed all college credits in 

Biology and Life Sciences (highest qualification) were best prepared and devoted 

more class time to evolution than teachers with lower college credits. According to 

Miller, Scott & Okamoto, (2006) ambivalence or antipathy towards evolutionary 

knowledge is not only an American problem; many regions of the world, except 

Europe, are struggling with the issue of evolution education. Studies in Asia reveal 

that lower ability teachers find it more difficult to answer questions about evolution 

than about ecology. Out of 70 secondary schools and junior teachers in South Korea 

that were studied, a quarter felt that evolution was based on speculation (Kim & 

Nehm, 2010). What science teachers teach depends on their scientific 

understanding and skills. 
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Chuang (2003) studied the attitudes and strategies of educators in Utah universities 

regarding the teaching of evolution. The educators were requested to provide a 

statement as to how they handled students’ challenges to evolution. A total of 78 

teachers, representing teachers in eight different universities throughout Utah, 

replied to the survey. Among the challenges that emerged during their teaching are 

misconceptions about the theory of evolution. For instance teachers in their 

statements revealed that students believe that evolution is just a “theory”. According 

to students the word “theory” is used loosely to mean a “guess”. They do not 

understand that in science a theory is “firmly grounded in and is based on evidence” 

(National Science Teachers Association, 1997, p.187). Another misconception that 

emerged was that students think that “humans come from monkeys”. This is based 

on incorrect description of scientific conclusions, which state that humans and other 

primates (including monkeys) share a common ancestor. This does not mean that 

humans descended directly from monkeys. In order to deal with these challenges, 

teachers stated that they emphasise to their students that evolutionary change does 

occur by showing them evidence for mechanisms of evolution such as antibiotic 

resistance (Chuang, 2003). 

Prinou, Halkia and Skordoulis (2003) studied 111 teachers who teach Biology in 

secondary schools in Greece. They based their research on teachers’ attitudes, 

views and difficulties during the teaching of evolution. Their study revealed that the 

majority of teachers had a positive attitude towards the teaching of evolution. 

However, the data revealed a lack of knowledge by a large part of the teachers in the 

study, particularly about natural selection (Prinou, Halkia & Skordoulis, 2003). 

 

Very few research studies have been conducted locally around the issue of the 

theory of evolution and its teaching. The reason might be that the theory of evolution 

was never taught in South African schools prior to the National Curriculum Statement 

(2003). This research is trying to contribute towards the literature about knowledge of 

the Life Sciences teachers with regard to the theory of evolution and the teaching 

challenges in the South African context. While it may be tempting to assume that 
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teachers who teach Life Sciences in Grade 12  exhibit a strong understanding of 

evolution, misconceptions that are not corrected may carry over to their learners. 

The goal of my study is to examine the degree of understanding of evolutionary 

processes among the Life Science teachers and to ascertain their challenges that 

they face while teaching the theory of evolution to their learners. 

 

2.8  Conceptual and theoretical framework 

2.8.1   Conceptual Framework 

 

Teaching is a complex activity that requires teachers to understand content and 

pedagogy as they come together to support students’ learning in the contest of their 

classrooms (Magnusson, Krajcik & Borko, 1999; Shulman, 1987). Shulman (1986) 

and later (1999, 2004) proposed a framework of knowledge areas that are necessary 

for science teaching to be successful. He classified these knowledge areas into: 

 Subject matter (content) knowledge (SMK). 

 Pedagogical knowledge (PK). 

 Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). 

Shulman’s framework proposes that teachers should master content of the subject 

they are expected to teach as well as knowledge of curricular development. Although 

Shulman (1987) has proposed the three knowledge areas that the teachers must 

display in their teaching, my study will only investigate one aspect i.e. “Subject 

matter knowledge”. This aspect will provide a lens through which we can view and 

understand the topic of the research study.  
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Diagrammatically, we can represent Shulman’s contribution to the scholarship of 

teacher knowledge by three circles which show the inter-relationship among the 

three knowledge areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Shulman’s knowledge areas (1987). 

 

According to Shulman (1987): 

 

Subject Matter Knowledge (SMK) can be described as the knowledge and 

understanding of central concepts of a discipline, factual information and organising 

principles of a specific discipline. It is argued that strong subject knowledge is a 

prerequisite for effective teaching, so the emphasis is placed on teachers having 

deep understanding of what they teach (Shulman, 1986; Grossman, 1990; Wilson & 

Shulman, 1989). Strong subject matter knowledge is essential for the development  

of PCK. 

Subject matter 

knowledge (SMK) 

Pedagogical 

knowledge (PK) 

Pedagogical content 

knowledge (PCK) 
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Pedagogical Knowledge (PK): This knowledge is defined by Shulman (2004, p.92) 

as “broad principles and strategies of classroom management and organisation that 

appear to transcend subject matter. It includes ways of maintaining discipline, 

efficient use of class time and ability to communicate instructions unambiguously.” 

Shulman (1992) emphasises that teaching is intended to help students gain literacy, 

to make students more responsible, to empower students to discover and 

understand new information and prepare them to function as part of society. 

Furthermore, he stresses the need for teachers to also understand the educational 

purpose of teaching (Shulman, 1987; 1992). It is important to note that this research 

study is not about the knowledge of PK since it focuses only on teachers outside the 

classroom context. 

Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK): 

One of the unique characteristics of teachers that distinguish them from content 

specialists is their knowledge of teaching called pedagogical content knowledge 

(Shulman, 1986). The concept of PCK identifies what distinguishes a science 

teacher from a scientist. Shulman (1987, p.69) defines PCK as “the most useful 

forms of representation of ideas, the most powerful analogies, illustrations, 

examples, explanations and demonstrations, the ways of representing and 

formulating the subject that make it comprehensible to others.” PCK represents the 

blending of the content and pedagogy into an understanding of how particular topics, 

problems or issues are organised, represented and presented for instruction 

(Shulman, 1987). Shulman (1986) highlights the importance of pedagogical content 

knowledge, and he argues that the knowledge of only subject matter does not make 

one a teacher. According to Shulman (1986, p.9) “PCK goes beyond the knowledge 

of subject matter… to the dimensions of subject matter knowledge of teaching.” In 

addition PCK represents content and pedagogy, addressing how teaching methods 

fit the content and how the components of the content can be arranged effectively for 

teaching, taking into account the diverse interest and abilities of the learners. 

According to Shulman (1992), in order to teach effectively, the teachers need to 

transform the content knowledge into “forms that are pedagogically powerful and yet 

adaptive to the variety of students’ abilities and background”. 
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2.8.2 Theoretical Framework 

The study will also be supported by the theoretical framework developed by Rogan 

and Grayson (2003). According to Rogan and Grayson (2003), for new curriculum 

implementation to be successful, the strategies to be used to implement the new 

curriculum should be made known to teachers prior of implementation process. 

These strategies should be within “the Zone of Feasible Innovation” (ZFI) of the 

teachers. In order for the innovation process to be effective, teachers need to be 

knowledgeable about what they are expected to teach (SMK), they must be ready 

and prepared to implement the new curriculum. The ZFI has three constructs, which 

will serve as analytical framework in chapter five. 

 Outside influences 

 Profile of implementation 

 Capacity to innovate. 

The construct of “capacity to innovate” is appropriate to my study. Under this 

construct are several factors which can support or hinder the implementation of the 

reformed curriculum. According to Rogan and Grayson (2003), indicators of 

“capacity to innovate” fall into four categories: 

 Teacher factors: professional development, teacher knowledge and 

understanding of content to be taught. 

 Physical factors:  include provision of physical resources such as textbooks, 

videos, slides and charts. 

 Learners factors: How the learners understand the new topic taught to them. 

 School ethos and management: the support given to teachers to implement 

the new curriculum. (Rogan and Grayson, 2003). 

Only the “teacher factors” will be investigated in this study, since this research is 

about the knowledge of the Life Sciences teachers with regard to theory of evolution. 
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By using the framework, this study will be able to analyse the “Zone of Feasible 

Innovation” of the teachers during the discussion of the interviews in chapter five. 

2.9  Importance of Professional Development of Teachers 

Government officials focus only on curriculum development (Bower, 2002), try to 

adapt the existing curriculum to local context or scale up the curriculum reforms 

through the professional development of the teachers (Loucks-Horsely, Hewson, 

Love & Stile, 1998). They do not emphasise the importance of implementation and 

sustainability of the reformed curriculum (Loucks-Horsely et al., 1998). Furthermore 

Banilowe, Heck and Weiss (2007) argue that professional development which is 

content-based and takes into consideration the diverse contexts of the classroom will 

impact positively on students’ learning. 

Fullan (1991, p.127) emphasises the importance of professional development 

opportunities and in-service teacher education. He argues that implementing a newly 

introduced curriculum into teaching may be a very complex and difficult thing to 

achieve. So he suggests the following changes to be useful for successful 

implementation of curriculum reform (Fullan, 1991, p.130): 

 New curriculum materials 

 New knowledge and skills required by the teachers 

 New values and attitudes concerning students’ learning and  

 New patterns of work in the classroom. 

According to de Feiter, Vonk, and van den Akker, (1995), teaching materials to be 

used during the implementation of innovation should provide support for teachers. 

Enough opportunities should also be given to teachers to practise the new 

curriculum in a safe environment (Joyce & Showers, 1988) and support from school 

to try new changes should be provided. 

The World Bank Report (1998) indicates that teacher quality and supportive school 

organization and management significantly influence school improvement and 

eventually pupil learning.  Furthermore, the quality of a teacher is generally 

dependent on the quality of his or her education, training and the availability of in-

service-training programmes (World Bank Report, 1998). Teacher performance and 
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quality are affected by the educational qualifications of teachers, adequate teacher 

performance monitoring systems, the upgrading of teacher skills and growth oriented 

career structures. 

Fullan (2001,p.142), on the other hand, argues that there are factors that affect the 

implementation of reformed curriculum, such as characteristics of the change itself, 

i.e. complexity of the change, practicability of the new programme, local factors such 

as teachers and principals themselves and how they accept the change and 

understand and implement the reformed curriculum, as well as external factors which 

include the community, technology and the teaching profession. In order for a 

change to be successful, there should be support from the district level, in providing 

the necessary resources and professional development for teachers (Datnow & 

Stringfield, 2000). However, the implementation of curriculum reform depends mostly 

on the understanding of subject matter by the teachers, the way they teach as well 

as teaching and learning (Powell & Anderson, 2002). Teachers’ knowledge and 

beliefs about the nature of the new curriculum determine what actually happens in 

the classroom (Powell & Anderson, 2002). 

In the South African context, the poor performance of learners in questions based on 

the theory of evolution in the 2008 external examination points to a breakdown in the 

curriculum implementation of this new topic. There could be many reasons for the 

breakdown. This study investigates one reason, which is teacher content knowledge. 

 

 

2.10  Conclusion 

 

I have highlighted the changes in the Life Sciences curriculum in South Africa and 

the introduction of the theory of evolution in Grades 10-12. I also considered the 

need for on-going science curriculum revision. I have also highlighted certain pivotal 

studies in the teaching of the theory evolution in South Africa as well as in 

international countries, and have also discussed the importance of professional 

development of teachers for successful reform. 
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                                               CHAPTER THREE 

                             RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
 

3.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter provides details of research design and methods used in this research. 

The chapter focuses attention on the methodological process I chose in order to 

generate and analyse data. Henning, van Rensburg & Smith, (2004) refer to 

methodology as a coherent group of methods that complement one another and that 

have goodness of fit to deliver data and findings that will reflect the research 

purpose. She continues to argue that if methods have been blended together well, 

they are able to render a thick description of the theme of the study and thick 

description of methodology itself. In this chapter, first the research focus is 

described, followed by the research paradigm. Thereafter design issues related to 

the data sources and procedure followed are described. 

3.2 Research Focus 

 

The study focuses on Life Sciences teachers and their knowledge and 

understanding of evolution. It also focuses on the challenges that emerge during the 

teaching of evolution. Personal experience and evidence from the performance of 

learners in paper two of Life Sciences in 2008, confirm that at that stage many 

learners did not understand the theory of evolution. They lacked adequate 

knowledge to answer the exam questions based on the theory of evolution. The 

problem I wish to investigate is whether teachers’ content knowledge about evolution 

is a possible reason why learners performed so poorly in this section in Grade 12 

examinations. 
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3.3 Research Approach 

 

For this study I proposed to employ a mixed method design using multiple methods 

and mixed methodology as suggested by Saunders, 2003, Leedey & Okamoto, 

2005; and De Vos, 2002. Saunders (2003, p.481) defines methods as “the tools and 

techniques used to obtain and analyse research data.” Leedy et al. (2005, p.12) 

defines methodology as “the general approach the researcher takes in carrying out 

the research project”. Babbie and Mouton (2001,p.74) describes a research design 

as a plan or a blueprint of how one intends conducting the research. The research 

design deals with the logical sequence that connects the questions to the collection 

and interpretation of data, analysis of findings and the interpretation and implications 

of findings (Babbie & Mouton, 2001). 

This study uses questionnaires to collect quantitative data and semi-structured 

interviews to capture qualitative data. Different methods may be used for different 

purposes in a study and using different methods will, in turn, facilitate triangulation. 

The questionnaire used for this study consists of 30 multiple choice questions on 

topics which are in the curriculum and which relate to evolution.  The questionnaire is 

thus a survey to ascertain teachers’ background knowledge about the theory of 

evolution. The interview questions were designed in such a way that they are open-

ended and allow respondents to express themselves in terms of their attitude and 

acceptance of the theory of evolution as well as the challenges they encounter in the 

classroom during the teaching of the theory of evolution. 

3.4   Research Paradigm 

 

This study aims to answer questions about the nature of understanding of the theory 

of evolution by the Life Sciences teachers in one of the education circuits in 

Pietermaritzburg. It was the intention of this study to address the following research 

questions: 

1. What content knowledge do the Life Sciences teachers possess regarding the 

theory of evolution? 
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2. What challenges besides content knowledge do the teachers encounter 

during the teaching of evolution? 

 

3.4.1   Pragmatic Paradigm 

 

Bryman (2006) defines a paradigm as a cluster of beliefs; it dictates to a scientist in a 

particular discipline what should be studied, how research should be done and how 

results should be analysed. In contrast Tashakkori and Teddie (1998) describe 

paradigms as opposing worldviews or belief systems that guide the decisions that 

the researchers make. The paradigms have traditionally fallen into two categories 

according to the scientists –  for example Guba and Lincoln (1988) refer to the two 

paradigms as ‘scientific and naturalistic’ whereas Tashakkori and Teddie (1998) refer 

to them as ‘positivist and constructivist’. So in the past a researcher will either use a 

‘positivist’ paradigm or a ‘constructivist’ paradigm. The two research paradigms 

dominated research in the 1960s (Tashikkori & Teddie, 1998). But recently there has 

been a movement towards the mixed methods approach which indicates research 

designs that use the mixing of both qualitative and quantitative approaches during 

the data collection phase of the study. 

The mixed methods and mixed models debate has led to the emergence of a third 

set of beliefs, the pragmatic paradigm (Tashikkori & Teddie, 2003). Using the mixed 

methods approaches as the pragmatic paradigm has become more firmly embedded 

in research. Pragmatists link the choice of approach directly to the purpose of and 

the nature of research questions posed (Cresswell, 2003). They use strategies that 

involve collecting data in a simultaneous or sequential manner using methods that 

are drawn from both quantitative and qualitative traditions in a fashion that best 

address the research questions. It is pluralistic, and based on rejection of the forced 

choice between post-positivism and constructivism.  

 

The pragmatic paradigm implies that the overall approach to research is that of 

mixing data collection methods and data analysis procedures within the research 
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process (Cresswell, 2003). Most of the research studies are multipurpose, so the 

pragmatic paradigm helps the researcher to address questions that do not sit 

comfortably within a wholly quantitative or qualitative research design and 

methodology (Cresswell, 2003). 

 

3.5 Quantitative and Qualitative Research Approaches 

 

A quantitative style of research is characterised by a number of factors such as the 

following: 

 It measures objective facts 

 It focuses on variables such as dependant, independent and controlled 

variables 

 It is value free and focuses on reliability 

 It enables statistical analysis. 

 

Newman (1997) argues that quantitative data techniques reduce data in order to see 

a bigger picture in an objective manner. On the other hand, qualitative data enrich 

the data, enabling the researcher to see and understand the key aspects of the study 

in a clear manner. Newman (1997) further says that since each style of research has 

its own strengths and weaknesses, the best research often combines the features of 

both the qualitative and quantitative style. This study uses both styles so as to 

minimise the limitations of one style. The reason I have used two research styles is 

that they enrich my study as my first research question is best answered by the use 

of the one style, and the second by the use of the other. Quantitative data was used 

to provide information on how much knowledge the teachers have regarding the 

concepts of evolution, since the survey was conducted on quite a number of Life 

Sciences teachers when compared to the interviews. The qualitative data was used 

to investigate more deeply how teachers understand evolution, and what challenges 

emerge during teaching and how they deal with those challenges. 
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3.6    Population and Sample of Research 

 

According to Morgan (1998), a population is a group of individual persons, objects or 

items from which samples are taken for measurement. The sample was taken from a 

population of Life Sciences teachers in the Pietermaritzburg region. Seventy two 

teachers completed the questionnaires and four of them were interviewed. 

I chose to use a purposive sampling technique. The purposive sampling technique is 

described by MacMillan and Schumacher (1993) as selecting information-rich key 

informants, groups, places and events to study. Bailey (1987) on the other hand 

states that, in purposive sampling, the researcher picks only those who best meet 

the purpose of the study. Similarly Robson (1995, p.136) also contends that samples 

are chosen because they are likely to be knowledgeable about the phenomenon 

being investigated. 

From my first engagement with the participants, I was careful to ensure that I 

proceeded in a highly ethical manner. The participants were aware of their rights as 

participants and I was careful to ensure their anonymity during data collection and 

data analysis process. They consented in writing to participating in the research, and 

were informed that they had the right to withdraw at any stage if they wished to. 

3.7        Data Collection Techniques 

 

A questionnaire is one of the many instruments that can be used to generate data for 

survey research. Questionnaires allow the researcher to gather a substantially large 

amount of data within a short space of time. For the purpose of this study I used 

structured questions. In designing the questionnaire I wanted to find out about the 

Life Sciences teachers’ knowledge of the theory of evolution. A good questionnaire is 

designed with its primary focus being to address the research questions. 

 

The questionnaire consisted of 30 multiple choice questions. These questions were 

divided into three categories. The first ten questions tested knowledge of fossils. The 
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second category of ten questions tested knowledge of natural selection and the third 

category was made up of ten questions based on genetics and its relationship to 

evolution. I decided to include questions on genetics because some of the evidence 

for evolutionary theory comes from molecular biology and genetics. This evidence 

comes from DNA structure, the sequence of genes and proteins. All of these 

questions were based on the content in the Grade 12 syllabus. After the 

questionnaire was designed I discussed it with my supervisor (Dr E.R. Dempster) 

who is an expert in the field of education, particularly Life Sciences, in order to 

ensure content validity. 

3.8    Reliability and validity 

 According to Robert, Priest & Traynor, (2006) “reliability and validity are ways of 

demonstrating and communicating the rigour of the research process and 

trustworthiness of the research findings” (p.41). Robert et.al. (2006) describe 

reliability as how far a test will produce similar results when tested or used in 

different circumstance. Validity is about how close we get to what we believe we are 

measuring to what we intend to measure (Robert, et al. 2006). The questionnaire 

used in this study was validated by doing a pilot study to a group of Life Sciences 

teachers. 

3.9   Piloting the Questionnaire 

 

Once the questionnaire is constructed, it is important that the questionnaire 

undergoes a pilot or pre-test before it is administered to the participants of the 

research. It is also of vital importance that the piloting of the questionnaire is 

conducted among the population that is similar to the sample. 

 

In May 2009 the Natal Museum organised a workshop as part of their celebrations 

for the Darwin Bicentennial. These workshops were held on different days between 

April and May and were conducted by Dr Dempster, who is currently one of the 

Senior Lecturers at the University of KwaZulu-Natal at Pietermaritzburg campus. The 

aim of these workshops was to improve Life Sciences teachers’ knowledge about 
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evolution since it was a new topic in Grade 12 the previous year. Life Sciences 

teachers from different schools around Pietermaritzburg came to attend these 

workshops. I was granted permission by my supervisor to pilot my questionnaire 

using the first ten minutes of the workshop. I first introduced myself to the teachers 

and explained my research study to them. I told them that the success of the study 

depended on their participation because my study is about Life Sciences teachers 

and their understanding of the theory of evolution. I told them that participation was 

free and I gave them the consent form to complete and sign before I gave them the 

questionnaires. After the pilot study and discussion with my supervisor we agreed to 

continue using the same questionnaire without any alterations for the research study. 

The questionnaire used in this study was a structured one, consisting of 30 multiple 

choice questions. It was structured because it consisted of closed questions only. I 

chose to use a questionnaire so as to obtain response from a large number of 

teachers.  

The administration of questionnaires in phase two was done at a secondary school 

in October 2009, where Life Sciences teachers had gathered to moderate the Grade 

12 learners’ continuous assessment for the year (CASS). The teachers who 

attended this moderation workshop were from different high schools (from semi-rural 

and deep rural areas) that offer Life Sciences in the Vulindlela District. Initially the 

questionnaires were administered to 80 Grade 12 Life Sciences teachers. Not all the 

questionnaires were returned. After checking all the questionnaires that I collected 

from the participants, I discovered that some of them were spoiled. In some of the 

questionnaires, very few questions were answered. Other teachers chose two letters 

for a single question instead of one. My final sample of questionnaires for analysis 

was 70 questionnaires that were almost completed. Under the fossil sub-test, 70 

teachers answered all the questions. Under the natural selection sub-test, 70 

teachers answered all the questions. In the genetics sub-test, 70 teachers answered 

all the questions.  
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3.10    INTERVIEWS 

Interviews with four selected educators were conducted at the Natal Museum during 

the July holidays in 2010. These educators were chosen based on the fact that they 

are Life Sciences teachers who  were involved in the teaching of the theory of 

evolution when it was first introduced in grade 12 Life Sciences curriculum in 2008. I 

chose to use the Natal Museum as a venue, because it is centrally situated in town 

and the teachers were able to come from their different homes. All the interview 

questions were open-ended, allowing the participants to express their views. I was 

fully aware of the limitations inherent in using this kind of data collection method, for 

example, subjectivity and bias could be a problem. In order to overcome this, I 

decided to use semi-structured interviews which then focused the interview process. 

Four participants from different geographic areas were interviewed separately. The 

interviews were conducted in English but some respondents chose to use both 

English and their mother tongue to answer the questions. A tape recorder and audio 

tapes were used to record the interviews so as to be able to probe their responses. It 

enabled me to be engaged fully with the interviewees because I did not have to write 

everything down. 

 

LeCompte, Schensul and Schensul (1999) argue that in semi-structured interviews, 

questions are pre-formulated, but answers to those questions are open-ended. They 

can be fully expanded at the discretion of the interviewer and interviewee and can be 

enhanced by probes. Similarly De Jager (2005) points out that those interviews 

provide an opportunity for both interviewer and interviewee to discuss a topic in more 

details. She mentions that the researcher is free to modify the sequence of 

questions, change wording, explain them or add to them.  

 

Likewise Bogdan and Biklen,( 1992 ,p. 94); Burges (1984, p.185); and Eisner,( 1991, 

p. 104) see good interviews as those where participants can freely express their 

views and the researcher listens carefully to interviewees, and asks questions for 

clarification. 
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Questions in the interview schedule were divided into three sub-categories. The first 

part of the questions was about each teacher’s biography, the second part was 

based on the concepts used in evolution and the third part was about teachers’ 

challenges during the teaching of evolution in their respective classrooms. 

Open-ended interviews were perceived as the most appropriate for this research 

study. It was hoped that they would capture a detailed comprehensive picture of how 

Life Sciences teachers understand the theory of evolution. 

3.11   Limitations of the Study 

 

This research study is about Life Sciences teachers teaching Grade 12 in one of the 

districts in Pietermaritzburg. The findings may not be generalizable for the rest of the 

Life Sciences teachers and their understanding of the theory of evolution.  

Due to the fact that some of the participants were known to me, they could have 

responded in the way they thought I wanted them to respond. 

Some teachers refused to complete the questionnaires, stating clearly that they have 

insufficient knowledge of the theory of evolution since it was new to them and they 

did not want to expose themselves. My knowledge of the subject could also have 

influenced the way I interpreted the results from the respondents. 

3.12   Conclusion 

 

In this chapter I detailed the methodology and research design employed in the 

study. The sampling of the participants from a large population was described. 

Finally the limitations of the study were presented to indicate the methodology 

hurdles faced by the study. In the next chapter I present the findings of my research. 
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                                             CHAPTER  FOUR 

                                           PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 

4.1   Introduction 

 

This chapter focuses on the presentation of data and key findings from my research. 

What I was looking for in the data was empirical evidence of how the Life Sciences 

teachers understand the theory of evolution. The themes and findings presented 

emerged from the data collected through survey questionnaires as well as through 

individual interviews. The research findings are presented in three stages. The first 

stage is supported by the data from the questionnaires. This section intends to 

answer the first research question which is: 

What content knowledge do the teachers possess regarding the theory of 

evolution? 

The second stage is supported by the data collected through interviews, particularly 

data from the first part of the questions in the interview schedule. This section also 

tries to answer the first research question above. The third stage reveals common 

themes that emerged from the participants and aims to answer the second research 

question which is: 

 

What challenges besides content knowledge do the teachers encounter during 

the teaching of evolution? 

 

The following figures represent the data that was collected in the form of 

questionnaires from 70 participants. The first graph represents the summary of 

scores that were obtained by the teachers in all three sections of the questionnaire. 

The second graph represents the scores that were obtained by the participants with 

regard to the knowledge of fossils. The third graph represents the scores that were 

obtained by the participants regarding the topic of natural selection. The fourth graph 

is the scores obtained under the sub-test on genetics. 
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Figure 4.1: Frequency distribution of total scores obtained by teachers. (N=70) 

Figure 4.1 above shows the distribution of scores obtained by teachers who 

completed the questionnaire. From the data, one can see that most teachers scored 

above 50% of the total score. Few teachers scored below 16%.The modal score was 

21 (70%). The average score was 19 (63%). 

 

Table 4.1: Summary Statistics for the Scores on each sub-test (N=70 for each 

sub-test) 

 

       A   B     C      D    E       F 

  1  n Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

   2 Fossils sub-test 70 0 10 5.8 1.99 

   3 Natural selection 

sub-test 

70 2 10 6.0 2.08 

   4 Genetics 

  sub-test 

70 1 10 7.0 2.42 
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Teachers performed better on the genetics sub-test than on the fossils or the natural 

selection sub-test. The Standard Deviations are quite high relative to the Mean 

Score. This indicates that the participants varied considerably in their knowledge 

base. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Frequency distribution of score on the fossils sub-test (N=70) 

 

There were 10 questions in this subtest. Figure 4.2 shows that the majority of 

teachers scored between five and 10 answers correct. Very few teachers (14) got 

less than five answers correct. Two of the teachers got all 10 questions correct. The 

modal score was 6. The mean score was 5.8. 
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Figure 4.3: Frequency distribution of scores in genetics sub-test scores N=70) 

Figure 4.3 shows that seven teachers got all the questions correct. From a total of 70 

teachers who wrote this test, 59 teachers scored above five out of 10 which is above 

50%. Only 11 teachers scored below five.  The mean score was seven. The data 

show that most teachers performed well on this test.  

 

 

Scores for genetics sub-test 
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Figure 4.4: Frequency distribution of scores in the natural selection sub-test. 

(N=70). 

 

Figure 4.4 indicates that the teachers’ performance was moderate. 18 teachers 

obtained less than four answers correct. 51 scored above five (50%).The modal 

score is five, and the mean score is six.  

 

4.2   Findings from the Questionnaires 

 

The questions that seemed to be difficult for teachers were identified and selected 

for analysis. The selected questions were grouped under the following topics: 

Fossils; Natural Selection and Genetics. 

4.2.1   Knowledge about Fossils 

 

In this section samples of three questions were selected and analysed for any 

possible misconception and errors made by teachers. 
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QUESTION 6 

The earliest forms of life on earth were………? 

A. Viruses 

B. Humans 

C. Plants 

D. Bacteria  

The correct answer is D. 

 

Table 4.2: Number of teachers selecting each possible answer for Question 6 

 

   A   B   C   D   E   F 

  1  Teacher’s 

responses 

   Total 

  2 Answers   A   B   C  * D  

  3 Number of 

teachers 

  16    7   13   34   70 

 

Out of a sample of 70 teachers who completed the questionnaires, a total of 36 

chose the wrong answer. A large number of teachers (16) chose A (viruses) as their 

answer, while another 13 teachers chose C (plants).  

 

QUESTION 8 

A Dinosaur is /was………… 

A. A mammal-like reptile 

B. A bipedal reptile that became extinct 65 million year ago 

C. A reptile that evolved into tortoises 
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D. The ancestor of the crocodiles 

The correct answer is B. 

 

Table 4.3: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 8 

   A   B   C   D   E   F 

  1  Teacher’s 

response 

   Total 

  2 Answers   A     *B   C   D  

  3 Number of 

teachers 

    31     30     3   6 70 

 

The total number of teachers who chose the wrong answer is 40, with 31 of them 

choosing (A) as the correct answer. 

QUESTION 9 

A mass extinction means that………… 

A. Thousands of species become extinct over a few thousand years 

B. Thousands of species become extinct over a few days 

C. Thousands of species become extinct over a few years 

D. All life on Earth becomes extinct 

The correct answer is A. 
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Table 4.4: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 9 

   A B     C     D   E   F 

  1  Teacher’s 

responses 

     Total 

  2 Answers   *A   B   C   D  

  3 Number of 

Teachers 

  37   7    20   6   70 

 

 

A total of 33 participants chose wrong options, with C being the second most popular 

answer after A.   

 

QUESTION 10 

 “A living fossil” is……….. 

A. The remains of animals and plants which have been preserved by natural 

causes in Earth’s crust 

B. The material remains of human beings 

C. An impression cast or tracks of any living organism on Earth 

D. A living organism that belongs to a group of mostly extinct species 

The correct answer is D. 
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Table 4.5: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 10 

   A   B   C   D   E   F 

  1  Teacher’s 

responses 

    Total 

  2   Answers   A   B   C   *D  

  3 Number of 

teachers 

  31   3   9  27   70 

 

 

A large number of teachers chose option A as the correct answer. Teachers do have 

an idea that fossils are the ancient remains of animals and plants that have been 

preserved in rocks They did not understand the concept of a “living fossil”. 

 

4.2.2 Knowledge of Natural Selection 

 

The following sample of questions was selected from those that were based on 

natural selection in the questionnaire. Four questions were selected and analysed 

because they seemed to be difficult for most teachers. 

QUESTION 14 

Evidence for “descent with modification” is…. 

A. Different bones in the forelimbs of vertebrates 

B. The same genes in all the vertebrates 

C. Identical bones in the forelimbs of vertebrates 

D. Similar bones in the forelimbs of all vertebrates 

The correct answer is D. 
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Table 4.6: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 14. 

 

 A   B   C   D   E     F 

  1  Teacher’s 

responses 

    Total 

  2  Answers   A   B   C        *D    

  3 Number of 

teachers 

  10   11   26   23   70 

 

 

Out of 70 respondents, 47 chose the wrong answer. Twenty six of teachers chose 

option ‘C’, indicating an inability to differentiate between “identical” and “similar”. 

 

QUESTION 17 

Species that exist in present time are called…………? 

A. Extinct 

B. Dominant 

C. Selective 

D. Extant 

The correct answer is D. 
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Table 4.7: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 17. 

   A    B   C   D   E     F 

  1  Teacher’s 

responses 

   Total 

  2 Answers   A   B   C  * D  

  3 Number of 

teachers 

   3   28   12   27   70 

 

 

A total of 43 teachers chose the wrong answer. Only 27 teachers out of a total of 70 

chose the correct answer D. It is also interesting to find that a total of 28 teachers 

chose option B. 

 

QUESTION 19 

 

The theory of natural selection requires that…… 

A. Variation exists within a population of organisms 

B. A population must pass through difficult environmental conditions to evolve 

C. A population must be separated from other populations in order to evolve 

D. Species must compete with each other to evolve 

The correct answer is A. 
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Table 4.8: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 19 

 

   A   B   C   D   E   F 

  1  Teacher’s 

responses 

   Total 

  2 Answers   *A   B   C   D  

  3 Number of 

teachers 

  28    12  12   18   70 

 

 

A total of 42 out of 70 respondents chose the wrong answer. Although the correct 

answer A was the most popular answer, many teachers also chose B, C or D.  
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4.2.3 Knowledge of Genetics 

 

QUESTION 20 

Artificial selection shows that……. 

A. Farmers can create new species by selective breeding 

B. Biotechnology can be used to create new species artificially 

C. Humans can change the characteristics of a plant or animal by selective 

breeding 

D. By isolating animals artificially in game parks, we cause inbreeding 

The correct answer is C. 

Table 4.9: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 20. 

 

   A   B   C   D   E   F 

  1  Teacher’s 

responses 

   Total 

  2 Answers    A   B  * C    D  

  3 Number of 

teachers 

  10   29   30   1   70 

 

A total of 40 teachers chose the wrong answer. The most popular incorrect answer 

was ‘B’. Biotechnology has been a new topic in the curriculum since 2006, and 

proved to be a strong distracter in this question. 
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QUESTION 22 

Choose the correct statement. 

A. Mendel worked together with Darwin 

B. Mendel worked before Darwin 

C. Darwin and Mendel never met 

D. Darwin formulated the theory of artificial selection  

The correct answer is C. 

 

Table 4.10: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 22.  

 

   A   B   C   D   E   F 

 1  Teacher’s 

responses 

   Total 

  2   Answers   A   B  * C   D  

  3 Number of 

teachers 

  7   26   23   14   70 

 

Of 70 subjects, 47 chose the wrong options. The most popular answer was B. The 

data show that some teachers do not know whether the two scientists worked 

together or not and whether they lived during the same period. 

4.3 Questions that were Easy for Teachers 

 

The questions that seemed to be easy for teachers were also identified and 

presented. I have chosen a sample of nine questions from those that were correctly 

answered by the teachers. 
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4.3.1 Knowledge of Fossils 

 

Question 2 

Fossils are……… 

A. Models made by scientists 

B. Only made by bones 

C. Very rare and broken into small pieces 

D. The remains of living organisms preserved in rocks 

 

Table 4.11: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 2 

 

   A   B   C   D   E  F 

   1  Teacher’s 

responses 

   Total  70 

  2 Answers   A     B   C   *D  

 3 Number of 

teachers 

  1     1   4   64  

 

 

From a total of 70 teachers, 64 chose the correct answer which is option D. 

Question 3 

What do fossils tell us? 

A. About life in the past 

B. Those scientists are good at making fossils 

C. Fossils are only connected with fuels 

D. God made other forms of life 
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Table 4.12: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for question 3. 

 

   A   B   C      D   E   F 

  1  Teacher’s 

responses 

   Total 

  2 Answers   *A   B   C   D  

  3 Number of 

teachers 

  65   1   4   0   70 

 

 

Sixty five teachers chose the correct answer, option A. It shows that the teachers 

know that fossils that are being discovered on earth tell us about the living organisms 

that lived long time ago. 

4.3.2 Knowledge of Natural Selection 

 

Question 13 

Charles Darwin formulated the theory of …….. 

A. Artificial selection 

B. Catastrophism 

C. Evolution by natural selection 

D. Natural theology 
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Table 4.13: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 13 

 

    A   B   C   D   E   F 

  1  Teacher’s 

responses 

     Total 

  2 Answers  A   B  * C   D  

  3 Number of 

teachers 

  3   1   65   1   70 

 

A total of 65 teachers chose the correct answer. This was one of the easiest 

questions for teachers.  

Question 15 

The theory of acquired characteristics states that… 

A. Organisms acquire characteristics to help them fit in with their environment 

B. Organisms that do not fit in with their environment die 

C. Organisms tend to become more complex over time 

D. Organisms pass detrimental characteristics to their offspring 

Table 4.14: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 15. 

 

   A   B   C   D   E   F 

  1    Teacher’s 

responses 

   Total 

  2 Answers   *A     B    C   D  

  3 Number of 

teachers 

  53   6   4   7  70 
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Fifty three teachers chose the correct answer, option A. However, the wording of 

answer A may have influenced teachers to choose this answer, since the question 

uses the words “acquired characteristics” and answer A contains “acquire 

characteristics”. It is not clear from this question whether teachers really did know 

what the theory of acquired characteristics states. Teachers who chose other options 

are still not clear that acquired characteristics cannot be inherited. 

 

Question 16 

The study of distribution of plants and animals around the world is called…. 

A. Anthropology 

B. Biogeography 

C. Palaeontology 

D. Anatomy 

Table 4.15: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 16. 

 

 A   B  C   D   E   F 

  1  Teacher’s 

responses 

   Total 

  2 Answers   A   *B   C   D  

  3 Number of 

teachers 

  7   50   12     1   70 
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The correct answer is option B, and 50 teachers chose this answer. It is interesting 

to see that 12 teachers chose palaeontology as the correct answer. One can see 

that some of the teachers are still confusing the terminology used in teaching 

evolution. 

4.3.3    Questions on genetics 

 

Question 21 

Who is regarded as the father of genetics? 

A. Charles Darwin 

B. Gregor Mendel 

C. Louis Pasteur 

D. Jean Lamarck 

Table 4.16: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 21 

 

  A    B     C   D  E  F 

  1  Teacher’s 

responses 

   Total 

  2 Answers  A   *B   C   D  

  3 Number of 

teachers 

  14   52   4   0  70 
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Fifty two teachers chose the correct answer.  It is also interesting to find out that 14 

teachers chose answer A, and none chose answer D 

Question 23  

What are the factors that control inheritance called? 

A. Phenotype 

B. Genotype 

C. Locus 

D. Genes 

 

Table 4.17: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 23 

 

 A   B   C   D   E   F 

  1  Teacher’s 

responses 

    Total 

   2 Answers   A   B   C   *D  

   3 Number of 

teachers 

   1   10   2   57   70 
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The correct answer is D. Fifty seven teachers chose this answer. For teachers who 

have taught genetics for many years this was easy to answer. Nevertheless, 10 

teachers chose a closely-related answer, which is B.  

Question 26 

The process of forming messenger RNA is called……. 

A. Translation 

B. Replication 

C. Transcription 

D. Dehydration 

Table 4.18: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 26. 

 

   A   B   C     D   E   F 

  1     Teacher’s 

responses 

   Total 

  2 Answers   A   B   *C   D  

  3 Number of 

teachers 

  8   7   55   0   70 
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The correct answer is C. The majority of teachers chose this answer. The few 

teachers who chose A are still confusing the terms transcription and translation. 

Question 30 

If the sequence of bases in DNA is TAGC, then the sequence in RNA will be…. 

A. ATCG 

B. TAGC 

C. GTCA 

D. AUCG 

Table 4.19: Number of teachers selecting possible answers for Question 30 

 

 A    B   C   D  E     F 

  1   Teacher’s 

responses 

     Total 

  2    Answers   A   B   C   *D  

  3 Number of 

teachers 

  18     5   2   45   70 

 

The correct answer is D. Forty five teachers chose the correct answer. It is 

interesting to see that 18 teachers chose A. 
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STAGE TWO 

4.4 Findings from the Interviews 

 

Table 4.20 is a brief profile of the four teachers that were interviewed. 

Table 4.20 Teachers’ profile 

 

Teacher A B C D 

Qualifications Bachelor of Science Bachelor of Arts. Senior Primary 

Teachers’ Diploma 

Senior Teachers’ 

Diploma 

Teaching  

experience 

22 years 18 years 2 years 20 years 

Grade taught 11 and 12 10, 11 and 12 12 10, 11 and 12 

Gender Female Female Male Female 

School type Ex-model C Township Rural Township 

 

The purpose of these introductory questions was to reveal how variables such as 

qualifications and experience influence the teaching of a particular subject.  Three of 

the teachers teach in Vulindlela District and only one came from outside Vulindlela 

District. These teachers were interviewed separately but using the same interview 

schedule. Teacher A was interviewed at her school. The other three teachers were 

interviewed on different days at the venue provided by the Natal Museum for 

convenience, during the holidays in 2009. 

 

4.4.1  Teachers’ perceptions of their own understanding of concepts related 

to evolution. 

 

After a careful analysis of the interviews, some interesting findings emerged in terms 

of how much content knowledge the teachers possess regarding the theory of 
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evolution. However, it is important to note that the teachers were implementing the 

NCS Life Sciences curriculum in 2008.When the respondents were asked “what do 

they know about fossils”. Their responses were like this: 

Teacher A, 

“Not a lot, I am learning… that is an area that definitely feels I 

could improve on, I do feel that my background is lacking…” 

 She pointed out that she did not study evolution but was forced by the 

circumstances to read different books about the topic in order to be able to 

understand it better. 

From the responses of other participants, it was found that teachers do know what 

fossils are although they could not go beyond than what is written in the textbooks. 

They were unable to show a deep understanding of fossils and not able to supply 

examples.  

The response from teacher B 

“Remains of creatures that use to live… I mean exist long time ago, they can 

be embedded in rocks, ice, in water, ya…” 

Teacher C responded like this“ 

“Fossils are remains of dead organisms and became fossilised in rocks or 

inside the soil… you see when they dig through developments then these 

fossils come out”. This teacher has a limited understanding of fossils.  

This is how teacher D responded to the above question: 

“Fossils are the remains of dead plants and animals”. 

Question: “Did you study fossils at college or university?” 

This is how the teachers responded to this question: 
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Teacher A 

“No, I studied at UKZN a while ago in 1984. I do feel that my background is 

lacking”.  

Teacher B 

“Yes we did in Zoology”. 

Teacher C 

“Unfortunately not, I have only seen the pictures from TV and newspapers”. 

Teacher D 

“Oh no, no”. 

Question: “What do you know about comparative anatomy and what it tells us 

about evolution?” 

Teacher A  

 “As far as I know, that homologous and analogous structures were ehm… 

used… for example like the bat wing and… They are structurally different but 

both used for flight”. 

Her reply indicates that she was referring to analogous structures only.  

This is how teacher B responded to the above question: 

“It looks at different organisms within a group, like vertebrates, because 

there are many vertebrates then if we look at different vertebrates, looking 

their embryos, looking to their anatomy, there would be like common 

features which show that they are also coming from a common ancestor”. 

Mh…. Comparative anatomy….I can say that bones of other animals are the 

same but the structure is not the same even if the function which is done by 

those animals is not the same”. 

This answer indicates that the teacher has a fair idea of comparative anatomy and its 

significance in evolution. 
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Teacher C responded like this: 

“Eh… What I know is that fins of dolphins… if you look at their structure, they 

show some relationship with our upper limbs although the two do not 

perform the same function but the origin is the same.” 

This teacher was able to cite an example of homologous structures, and to link it to 

the concept of a common ancestor.  

Teacher D:  

“Mh…..ya….. comparative anatomy, I can say bones of animals are the 

same but the structure is not the same even the function is not the same.” 

This teacher has some idea of homologous structures, but not the link with descent 

from a common ancestor. 

Question: “What do you know about comparative embryology and what does it 

tells us about evolution?” 

Teacher B responded like this:  

“It showing that life use to originate from eh… common ancestor because 

the embryo themselves if they show certain features which are common but 

differ as the organisms grow then that showed  they evolved from a common 

ancestor.” 

This teacher has a reasonably good idea of the contribution of comparative 

embryology as evidence of evolution. 

Teacher C responded like this: 

“If you look at the embryo of a fish and compare it with that of a human, you 

can see that from its early stage of development, you can see that they look 

the same. That simple mean one thing, common descent”. 

This teacher was able to link similarities in embryos with the theory of common 

descent. 
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Teacher D 

“Mh… (long silence)… embryos of organisms are not the same eh…” 

This teacher did not understand comparative embryology. 

Question: Tell me what you know about the theory of natural selection and 

who developed it? 

This is how the teachers responded:  

Teacher A 

“What I know about it basically involves survival of the fittest, so Darwin 

suggested that ehm… in a group of population, organisms have genetic 

variety because of their genetic makeup, they might be better at doing 

something or eating something… those organisms can go on to reproduce 

because they have that genetic advantage ehm… the others will die out, 

they become less and less. Over a long time those organisms that have the 

competitive advantage become the dominant population, so as I understand 

that is natural selection.” 

Teacher A had a good understanding of natural selection. She ignored the second 

part of the question “Who developed it”. Teacher B also showed understanding of 

this concept, but did not mention the genetic link. This is how she responded: 

“Mh… is that certain features in organisms will tend to disappear due to the 

influence of the environment. If the environment is not favouring them, then 

they tend to disappear. Those that can cope well within the environment will 

then last and continue that kind of generation of organisms”. 

Teacher C 

“What I understand is that… Amongst the organisms of similar species eh… 

they can be genetically unlike. Some can be well adapted to the changing 

environment others cannot. So those who cannot adapt… they get 

eliminated. Those that have characteristics that enable them to adapt to the 
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environment survive and continue to reproduce. This theory was developed 

by Charles Darwin”. 

The response from this teacher shows that he really understands what natural 

selection is, and makes the link with genetics. 

The following response from teacher D revealed that some of the Life Sciences 

teachers may find it difficult to understand the evolutionary concept: 

“Natural selection… I think it is when you use an animal which is stronger 

than the other, may be if you mix for example different species of cows, and 

the young one will look like one of the parents not the other.” This teacher 

was unsure of what natural selection is. Teachers C and D are not clear 

about the concept of a species. 

This is how the teachers responded when they were asked what they know about 

the concept biogeography and how it relates to the theory of evolution. 

Teacher A 

“There I think biogeography also relate to the fact that we find similar sorts of 

animals in very diverse parts of the world. For example an African hunting 

dogs… and wild dogs in Australia. Similar animals are found in very diverse 

part of the world as a result of continental drift.”  

In response to the relationship of this concept and the theory of evolution she stated     

“originally the continents were together and there was possibility of animals 

to reproduce from different areas. They then got separated as a result of 

continental drift and ehm… those animals were then reproductively isolated 

and developed in their own specific way, but there was a common origin.” 

Teacher B responded: 

“Eh… I would say is looking into the earth as such eh… which use to be like 

one block of mass which then due to certain earthquakes then pieces of the 

big mass started drifting apart. We now live on different locations because of 

the environment we live in but we are from the same ancestor. For example 

the people who live up in the arctic have different colour of the skin when 

Formatted: Font: Not Italic
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compared to those that live in the tropics, but if you find traces of fossils 

found in Africa they show that these areas were part of one big block of 

land.” 

Teacher C responded: 

“Eh... Biogeography… (What is it?)…….(laughing)… I think…(pause) it 

refers to the earth as a crust and then it drifted apart… I’m not sure about 

this.” 

Teacher D responded: 

“Mh… it is based on life as well as on soil.” 

Teachers C and D clearly had no idea about the concept of biogeography. 

 

 4.5 Interviews about the Challenges 

 

The next part of Chapter 4 reports the findings of the empirical investigation into the 

challenges facing Life Sciences teachers when teaching the theory of evolution in 

their classrooms in 2008. Several themes emerged from the interviews regarding 

these challenges. I must stress at this point that these themes are my own 

interpretation of what was revealed and important for my study. I will further use the 

related literature in my discussion of the findings from the data. I tried to ensure 

trustworthiness by using quotations from the interview data within the following 

discussion.  

The following are the themes that emerged from the collected data: 

 Lack of self-confidence by teachers 

 Science versus creationism in the classrooms 

 Lack of content knowledge and understanding of the theory of evolution 

 Lack of  support by the school and DoE 

 The need for in-service training workshops 
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Theme 1: Lack of self-confidence to teach evolution 

Did you experience any difficulties when you first taught evolution? 

 

The most common challenges identified amongst the respondents were: lack of 

adequate knowledge, lack of acceptance of the topic, and lack of skills and different 

strategies to teach the topics to the learners. 

One of the respondents (Teacher A) mentioned that she feels she has gaps in her 

knowledge of evolution. She did acknowledge that the seminars she attended about 

the theory of evolution helped her a lot. She further pointed out that her Grade 12 

learners in 2009 were very receptive when compared to those of 2008 and the 

reason could be that she decided to approach the topic differently from the previous 

year Although the learners were without any resistance to the teaching of evolution, 

the respondent argued that the concept of evolution seem to be difficult for learners 

to understand. 

The effect of teaching evolution was experienced differently by different teachers. 

Teacher B responded like this to the above question: 

“Definitely yes… I have long forgotten evolution and it is not an interesting 

topic to me, even at the university, it uses things that are imaginary, so it is 

difficult to relay such information to the learners.” 

Teacher C response was  

“ ya! I did encounter difficulties, especially my religion as a Christian….. 

was the first thing that made it difficult to accept that we are related to 

chimpanzees, it was very difficult as a teacher to tell  such a thing to 

learners. But later I was convinced that this is true according to evolution 

but I am still holding my principles as a Christian.”  

This kind of a response indicates clearly that some of the Life Sciences teachers 

were faced with difficulties when teaching evolution regarding their own religious 

beliefs, so it was not easy for them to teach this topic. 
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Teacher D states:  

“yes… learners were coming with all sorts of questions and ideas. Some of 

them were saying evolution is just ‘a fairy tale’ there is no truth in it. Others 

did not want to believe in it saying it contradict with their faith according to 

the bible.” 

 The sudden introduction of the theory of evolution in the Grade 12 syllabus in 

2008,brought insecurities in most teachers in a way that their confidence in teaching 

Life Sciences diminished due to their lack of knowledge of this topic. 

How did you deal with the challenges? 

Teacher A: 

 “I spoke to the learners that were not happy about teaching evolution, I 

explained to them that it was not my job to convert them into believing 

evolution but to teach them the theory and present evidence as it is and they 

can then make their own choices at the end.” 

In order to deal with challenges, teacher B mentions that she had to read different 

books and prepare documents for learners if possible. She also said that she had to 

bring newspaper cuttings for learners in order to show them that evolution is still in 

existence today. 

Teacher C on the other hand tells his learners that they must be patient and read 

their books, look for evidence before they can reject the theory. 

 

What is the attitude of learners towards the theory of evolution and how do 

you respond to them? 

The teachers that were interviewed mentioned that the attitude demonstrated by the 

learners regarding the theory of evolution was mostly negative. 
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Teacher A:  

“For me I said to them if you are not happy with this section, you must at 

least understand that this theory is a huge theory in Biology and you are 

required to understand it in order to answer questions during the 

examination.” 

This is how some of the Life Sciences teachers deal with attitudes of the learners 

during the teaching of the theory of evolution. 

Teacher B:  

“The attitude is negative, so as I am also showing that… it’s not good. I allow 

opposition, because I do understand that we are not supposed to change 

learners’ convictions although it is difficult for me to bring evidence of 

creationism.” 

Teacher B also mentioned that she allow debates amongst the learners around the 

topic, although sometimes the debates goes out of hand and need to be controlled. 

Teacher C said 

 “Mh….half of them accepts it but half of them don’t. I remember last year 

(meaning in 2008) they ended up not believing that the evolution of living 

organisms happened long time ago and is still happening today.” 

This is how teacher D responded: 

 “Attitude of learners is very bad, because of my beliefs, I consult my HoD. 

To assist me in this regard and sometimes I ask my colleagues from other 

schools on how do they deal with learners’ response to evolution, and then 

I will come and apply what is relevant to my class.” 

From the above response, it shows that the attitude of the teacher can hinder the 

teaching of the theory of evolution. 

Theme 2: Science versus Creationism in the classroom 

It was not a surprise to find out that even teachers themselves are struggling to deal 

with their attitudes and beliefs regarding the teaching of evolution. Different studies 

on teaching evolution have also found that teachers have come to the teaching 
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profession ill prepared emotionally and conceptually to teach evolutionary concepts 

(Veal & Kubasko, 2003). 

 

The responses of the following question confirmed the above: 

Have you ever felt pressure to include creationism when you teach evolution 

in your classroom? If the answer is yes, explain. 

 

Teacher A response: 

“I do talk about creationism ehm… In a sense that I explained to the learners 

that creationism is a concept they are absolutely free to believe in, but that 

there is no evidence as such or that the evidence is not a scientific one. The 

theory is based as far as I know on faith. So what I teach in evolution is a 

scientific theory that has evidence.”  

This teacher shows that she is able to deal with classroom challenges during the 

teaching of evolution. 

This is how teacher B responded to the above question: 

“Learners know from their homestead that we were created by GOD……..but 

then evolution counteracts that, it become difficult for me to bring in backing 

evidence of evolution into creationism.” 

 Unlike the first respondent, teacher B does not have strategies to deal with this 

challenge. 

 

Teacher C’s response was 

 “In fact, I try to accommodate them (learners)…….I can’t ignore them or 

chase them out (meaning the learners).” 
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The teachers need to cater for different beliefs that prompt out during the lessons on 

the theory of evolution. 

 

Teacher D on the other hand emphasise that 

 “As a Christian, I always tell myself that GOD is the master of everything. I 

even tell learners that evolution is guided by God for it to happen the way it 

does.” 

Theme 3: Lack of content knowledge regarding evolution 

Three of the four respondents admitted that the topic was difficult for them. They 

argued that they did not have previous knowledge concerning the theory of evolution 

gained from their teacher training at colleges or universities; it was something new to 

them. 

Question: Do you feel that you have adequate knowledge to teach evolution? This 

is how they responded to the question: 

Teacher A 

 “Yes I do……..but I think it requires effort on the part of a teacher. For me 

the theory of evolution has taught me that I should read a little bit and 

expand my knowledge about it.” 

The response from this teacher indicates the importance of self development on the 

part of teachers. They must not wait for the Department of Education to organise 

workshops for them. 

Teacher B responded like this 

 “Not exactly…. I still need to be developed.” 

Teacher B’s response differs from teacher A’s in that teacher B is expecting 

someone to develop her. 
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Teacher C: 

 “Not yet…. Not yet because even the textbook that I used last year (2008) 

was not rich in information as the one I am using now (2009).” 

He did not explain how he dealt with the deficiencies of the textbook. 

Teacher D’s 

 Response was  

“No… because I am still learning, I’m still struggling to get more information 

to know about this concept.” 

Theme 4:  Lack of support  

Question: Do you think the Department of Education has done enough to 

prepare Life Sciences teachers about this new topic? 

One respondent argues that the teachers need to read a lot in order to equip 

themselves with knowledge about the theory of evolution. Other respondents 

claimed that they did not receive any kind of support from the department. There was 

no follow up during the year (2008) to find out how the teachers were coping with the 

teaching of this new topic. This is how one of the respondents (Teacher C) confirmed 

the above statement 

 “No… we usually have one information session at the beginning of the year 

where I think we were enlightened on evolution but it been only two days.  

We were only showed slides of the fossils that have been found such as 

Taung child, Mrs Ples, etc. There was no explanation about how to teach the 

theory to the learners.” 

Similarly, teacher C felt that he did not benefit anything from the three-day workshop 

he attended at the beginning of 2008. This is how he responded 

 

 “The Department did not even make an effort; it should give us more time to 

interact with the experts of evolution. Another thing is about the content, you 
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can learn something and understand it but it is different when you have to 

teach someone, you teach it the way you have understood it which is 

sometimes not correct.” 

 

Theme 5: The need for proper training of teachers 

Question: What do you think the Department should do in order to assist Life 

Sciences teacher on this topic? 

There was only one respondent (Teacher A) who felt that it was not the duty of the 

Department to empower teachers. But the other three respondents argued: 

Teacher B 

 “The Department needs to give us more teaching aids because we cannot 

always afford to visit site that are mentioned in the textbooks concerning 

discovery of fossils.” Teacher C also confirmed that “the Department should 

give us more time not only three days, so that teachers could be trained and 

know the theory properly.”  

Furthermore teacher D stated that more workshops are needed, and teaching 

materials such as slides, DVDs should be provided by the department so that 

learners can understand the theory better. 

4.6   Conclusion 

This chapter depicted the knowledge possessed by the participants who took part in 

answering questionnaires as well as those that were interviewed. The study revealed 

that teachers have considerable knowledge of evolution but there are some gaps. 

The data also revealed that the Life Sciences teachers face many challenges during 

the teaching of evolution. The next chapter summarise these findings and links them 

to the previous studies discussed in chapter two. 
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                                                     CHAPTER FIVE 

    DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

Previous studies have focused on Life Sciences student teachers and their attitudes 

towards teaching evolution in South Africa (Abrie, 2010; Stears, 2011). However, 

little is known about the knowledge and understanding of the theory of evolution by 

practising Life Sciences teachers in South Africa. 

. This study sought to answer the following questions: 

1. What content knowledge do the Life Sciences teachers possess 

regarding the theory of evolution? 

2. What challenges besides content knowledge do Life Sciences teachers 

encounter during the teaching of evolution? 

This study was initiated a year after the theory of evolution was introduced into the 

Grade 12 Life Sciences curriculum in 2008. Most of the participants completed their 

school education as well as tertiary education with no or very little training in the 

theory of evolution. The National Senior Certificate examinations in 2008 showed 

that learners performed very poorly in questions related to evolution. This 

observation raised questions about teachers’ content knowledge and competence to 

teach evolution. Although this was a small study conducted in one of the districts in 

KwaZulu-Natal and the questionnaire only covered a small section of evolution, the 

data reveals that Life Sciences teachers do possess some knowledge of evolution, 

but significant gaps exist. 
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Having presented the data collected from both questionnaires and the interviews in 

the previous chapter, in this chapter I present an interpretation of the data. However, 

rather than making interpretations of the two data sets separately, as the data shows 

some overlap in the responses by the teachers, I organise the information 

thematically and also use the frameworks of Shulman (1987) on the principles of 

subject matter knowledge as discussed in chapter two, and Rogan and Grayson on 

the Zone of Feasible Innovation. . Furthermore I link my data to the previous studies 

about the teaching of evolution and its challenges presented in chapter two.  

5.2   Discussion  

 

As discussed in chapter two, subject matter knowledge refers to deep understanding 

of the subject matter. The data reveal that some teachers from the study lack 

sufficient content knowledge required from them in order to be able to teach 

evolution effectively. Sound SMK is crucial, however SMK in itself is powerless if the 

teacher lacks expertise in creating a teaching-learning environment that optimises 

the learning process (Ruthven, 1993). PCK, as defined by Shulman (1986) depends 

on SMK. Shulman (1986) and later Ruthven (1993) argue that the knowledge of only 

the subject matter does not make one a teacher. He further argues that the teachers 

should have pedagogical content knowledge. They should be able to arrange the 

components of the topic for effective teaching. Teachers should also take into 

account the diverse interest and abilities of learners (Shulman, 1986). 

In many cases a deficient SMK could have a direct impact on learners’ academic 

performance (Young, 2006). The findings from the data collected by means of 

questionnaires reveal that some of the Life Sciences teachers were not ready in 

2008 to teach the topic but the Department of Education was expecting them to 

produce good results at the end of the year.  A number of problems that were 

mentioned in the previous chapter could be the reason why the learners performed 

poorly in questions that were based on evolution during the final examination in 

2008. Three teacher respondents drew attention to the need for on-going 

professional development in order to address the demands of the new curriculum. 
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Although this was a small study conducted in one of the districts, the data reveals 

that knowledge and understanding of the theory of evolution in this group of teachers 

is moderate to good in some sections, but poor in others. It is possible that the data 

was biased as questionnaires were filled in anonymously, and some teachers 

refused to fill in questionnaires.  Perhaps those who were supportive of evolution 

were more likely to participate. Based on the findings that emerged even form this  

sample of 70 teachers, it is clear that understanding of the theory of evolution by Life 

Sciences teachers should be investigated further. The lack of knowledge of certain 

concepts regarding the theory of evolution is likely to have an impact on their 

teaching and consequently on the learners.  

 

It is not known to what extent the acceptance and understanding of evolution by the 

teachers will influence the quality of teaching this theory. Three out of four teachers 

who were interviewed hold strong religious views that conflict with the theory of 

evolution, beliefs that are likely to interfere with successful teaching. The debates 

that are reported in the literature regarding the teaching of evolution in the United 

States of America (Veal & Kubasko, 2003) did not emerge in South Africa. Although 

there was a minority group from the Christian view who tried to oppose the 

introduction of evolution in South African schools, they did not get much support from 

other bodies in the community. 

 

The data also reveal that teachers tend to increase their knowledge and levels of 

understanding of science concepts as they teach these concepts year after year. 

This was evident from the scores of the teachers under the section of genetics. They 

scored high marks in this section because genetics was introduced into the Biology 

curriculum more than twenty years ago. Fossils, biogeography and comparative 

anatomy were introduced in 2008, and teachers had considerably less knowledge 

about these topics than about genetics. 
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Evolution has been identified as a unifying principle within which many diverse 

biological facts are integrated and explained. It is a unifying principle for 

understanding the relationships among living organisms and the history of life on 

earth (American Association for the Achievement of Science, 1990). For South 

African teachers, this is a tremendous challenge when one considers that during 

teacher training at colleges and university, teachers were not necessarily taught 

about evolution prior to 1994. 

 

During the interviews, three teachers reported a lack of support from the 

Department. They pointed out that there was only a once-off workshop which was 

organised for them at the beginning of 2008. One respondent mentioned that it was 

not the responsibility of the Department to develop teachers but teachers 

themselves. Most teachers do not attend the workshops even if they are organised 

for them. I am saying this because when they were invited to a workshop regarding 

the teaching of evolution which was organised by the Natal Museum in 2009, the 

attendance was very poor. 

 

Shulman (1986), and Grossman, Wilson & Shulman (1989) point out that content 

knowledge is the knowledge and understanding of central concepts and topics of a 

subject. Furthermore, they emphasise the need for teachers to understand what they 

teach. The data reveals that teachers demonstrated different levels of understanding 

of the theory of evolution. Knowing the subject matter of a science subject entails 

knowing concepts and principles that the students are supposed to know about 

particular topics in the school science curriculum (Deng, 2007). According to Deng 

(2007) science teachers should understand that science as a subject is never fixed 

and unchanging as it appears to be. They should know that changes  are occurring 

in the economy and social context and science as a school subject need to be 

responsive to these changes through content modification or renewal. 
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Shulman (2004) argues that teachers must possess deep subject matter knowledge 

and understanding thereof. Teachers need to understand the central concepts of a 

discipline and understand how best to present and communicate specific concepts 

and topics (Shulman, 1986; Grossman, Wilson & Shulman, 1989). Similarly, in his 

discussion (Freire, 1989, as cited in Howard & Aleman, 2008) points out the need for 

teachers “to be knowledgeable in their field and to apply challenging curriculum." The 

data captured in this research study shows that most of the teachers displayed some 

knowledge of the theory of evolution although there were some gaps.  

 

A study by Griffiths and Brem (2004) found that many teachers face challenges from 

their students when they teach evolution. This is similar to my study in that the 

participants are faced with many challenges such as when students raise questions 

about evolution and creationism. This is especially so in the light that the majority of 

the learners come from homes where the parents emphasise the point that 

everything was created by God. Edwards (2001) warns the teachers that they need 

to be aware of this controversy and must approach this topic with sensitivity and 

finesse. Meadows,Doster and Jackson (2006) argue that teachers of evolution 

should respect both the teaching of evolution and the religious beliefs of learners. 

Students should be given a chance to express their concern about evolution and 

teachers should listen to their concerns (Meadows & Jackson, 2006). 

The data revealed that even the teachers find it difficult to teach the theory of 

evolution because of their own religious beliefs. But according to Branch (2009) 

learning and accepting evolution does not need to threaten personal beliefs. 

Stenhouse (1975) argues that the teachers must know his/her own subject and must 

be secure enough to rejoice when he/she is beaten in argument or even overtaken 

by his/her pupils. 

 

There was a variation in the levels of SMK revealed in the findings. Some teachers 

were concerned about their own understanding of the content. In the areas of fossils, 

comparative anatomy, comparative embryology, natural selection and biogeography, 
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some teachers were more proficient than others but struggled to supply enough and 

relevant information regarding the concepts. 

 

5.3   Discussion of the Interviews 

Grossman, Wilson & Shulman (1989)  argue that strong subject knowledge is a pre-

requisite for effective teaching. On the other hand Griffith and Brem (2004) found in 

their study of Biology teachers in Arizona that they lack confidence in their 

knowledge of evolutionary theory. Their study revealed that lack of knowledge can 

cause concern for teaching and some embarrassment and this could also result in 

spending little time on this topic. In 2008 in South Africa, the theory of evolution was 

first taught in Grade 12 curriculum. It was being taught by many teachers who did not 

study it at their tertiary education level. There was insufficient training of the Life 

Sciences teachers prior to the introduction of this theory in 2008. The majority of 

teachers were faced with the problem of teaching this theory and did not know how 

to handle any challenges they may encounter during teaching of evolution. Rogan 

and Grayson (2003) argue that the implementation of a curriculum innovation should 

occur in manageable steps.  They refer to it as “Zone of feasible innovation” (ZFI), 

which according to them is likely to occur when it proceeds just ahead of existing 

practice. The degree of “ZFI” for the participants was low since all the teachers 

expressed dissatisfaction about the way the theory of evolution was infused in the 

grade twelve curriculum without any prior professional development. They argued 

that it would be better if the topic was introduced slowly from grade ten.  There was 

no capacity to support innovation, teachers were supposed to be developed on the 

topic of the theory of evolution.  

 

My own opinion as a researcher as well as an insider is that the introduction of the 

theory of evolution in 2008 was not properly thought through by the curriculum 

planners. I base my assertion on the fact that there was a lot of new content to be 

taught to Grade 12 learners without any background or foundations from Grades 10 

and 11. Furthermore Rogan and Grayson (2003) propose that for a new curriculum 
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to be effective, the implementation strategies need to take into account both current 

level of curriculum and classroom practice and the current capacity to support 

innovation. The participants in this research study pointed out that there was limited 

support from the district and Department of Education. They argue that the only 

training they received was at the beginning of 2008 and it only lasted three days. 

There was no discussion of the concepts such as natural selection, biogeography, 

descent with modification etc. There was nothing provided for them to assist during 

teaching of the theory. Teaching of evolution was left to an individual teacher with 

little support from the advisors. The teachers relied on textbooks and study guides 

that they bought for themselves because the Department did not supply them with 

the relevant resources regarding the new topic.  There was no provision of physical 

resources such as textbooks, charts to refer to and slides based on the theory of 

evolution to show the learners so as to help them to understand the theory better. 

Some schools did not even have textbooks for learners, so the teachers had to write 

notes for them. Fullan (2001) writes that in order for a change to be successful there 

should be support from the district level in providing the necessary resources and 

professional development for teachers. 

 

Three teachers that were interviewed expressed dissatisfaction with the in-service 

training they received.  The findings reveal that some of the participants were able to 

show fair knowledge of the theory of evolution and were able to handle the 

challenges of the content while others showed much gaps in their knowledge which 

needs to be addressed.   

 

Some teachers don’t think it is their professional duty to develop themselves. They 

expect the Department of education to do things for them. 

Out of four interviewees, only one showed a deep understanding of evolution, 

although she mentioned that she feels that she needs to read more about the theory 

to equip her. 
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5.4     Conclusion and Comments 

 

Prinou, Halkia and Skordoulis (2003) based their research on teachers’ attitudes, 

views and difficulties during the teaching of evolution. Their study revealed a lack of 

knowledge by a large part of teachers that were studied particularly natural selection. 

However the results of this study cannot be directly compared with those of Prinou et 

al (2003) because a different questionnaire was used. South African teachers found 

some questions easy, since most chose the correct answer, and some difficult, 

where less than half chose the correct answer. Shulman (1987) strongly believes 

that subject matter knowledge is a prerequisite for science teaching. I also agree that 

it is of crucial importance that Life Sciences teachers have deep knowledge and 

understanding of what they are expected to teach. 

 

Abrie (2010) points out that it is not known to what extent the knowledge of evolution 

by Life Sciences teachers will influence the quality of teaching of this theory to their 

learners. The poor performance of Senior Certificate learners in questions about 

evolution in 2008 raised some concerns. It is not known whether there was a 

relationship between the content knowledge of evolution by the teachers and the 

poor performance of learners during that year. Stears (2011) also found that 

teachers in the South African context have no formal training in the principles of 

evolution. They feel inadequate as they never had to teach evolution (Holtman, 

2010) It is worth noting that although the introduction of evolution into the school 

curriculum appears to have impacted on teachers’ content preparedness, the scores 

of the teachers who participated in this research indicates substantial room for 

further improvement. 

The findings of my study regarding challenges of teaching evolution reveal that some 

teachers have a negative attitude towards the theory of evolution. Similarly Stears 

(2011) found that the student teachers in one of the universities in South Africa came 

with negative views about the theory of evolution when they first started their degree 

which will allow them to be Life Sciences teachers. Stears (2011) wanted to find out 

their scientific understanding of evolution after completion of a module including 
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evolution. A deeper understanding of students’ views of evolution with regard to 

possible conflict between their acceptance of evolution and their religious beliefs was 

obtained through interviews (Stears, 2011). 

 The findings revealed that after the completion of the module regarding evolution, 

there was improvement in content knowledge of these student teachers, but they 

scored poorly in a significant number of questions pertaining evolution, finding many 

concepts difficult. Although they seemed to question the origin of life as it is 

described by Charles Darwin in his book, most of these student teachers believed 

that their scientific understanding and religious beliefs could co-exist (Stears, 2011).  

On the other hand Abrie (2010) found that the student teachers who participated in 

her study rejected evolution, giving the reasons that they were religious. 

 

Another key finding of my study is that teachers do not know how to handle learners 

who oppose evolution. They do not have strategies for how to deal with such 

learners especially if they interrupt the lesson trying to infuse creationism. This 

problem can lead to learners becoming confused and finding it difficult to understand 

the scientific view point about the origin of species on earth and about evolution by 

natural selection. 

 

Fullan (1991) cited in de Feiter & Ncube (1999) argues that it is very important for 

teachers to receive professional development opportunities especially when they are 

expected to implement the newly formed curriculum. Findings from this study 

indicate a great need for professional development by these Life Sciences teachers. 

It is also crucial for teachers to be engaged in professional development training in 

an attempt to bridge the gaps in pedagogical content knowledge. It is of paramount 

importance that the Department of Education trains the subject specialists, so that 

they could assist the teachers in the subject they teach. Their knowledge of the 

subject must be in line with the new content they are supposed to teach. 
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New Life Sciences teachers are being recruited every year into the teaching 

profession. It is possible that if these new teachers were not trained in teaching 

evolution, they might encounter some challenges during the teaching of this theory. 

Successful implementation of reform curriculum depends mostly on understanding 

the subject matter by the teachers (Powell & Anderson, 2002). Professional 

development in the form of in-service training should be an on-going process so as 

to equip teachers with the necessary information regarding the science curriculum 

which is continuously being revised. 

 

5.5    Recommendations 

 

* Subject specialists should be offered specialised training when there is new content 

in their subject. In this way they will train the subject teachers with confidence. 

.* Life Sciences teachers who have not been exposed to the theory of evolution 

during their previous teacher training should be offered opportunities for retraining. 

* Detailed instructional materials should be made available to all teachers. These 

instructional materials should also provide teachers with information they need to 

deal with the conflicts that arise in the classroom during the teaching of evolution. 

* Teachers should take responsibility for their own professional development by 

attending courses offered by museums and other organisations, reading books on 

the subject, or watching TV programmes on evolution. 

 

 

5.6    Suggestions for Further Studies 

 

* A more in-depth study involving a larger sample of teachers throughout the 

province to investigate how are they coping with the teaching of the theory of 

evolution. 
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* I would like to extend this study to include investigation of Life Sciences teachers at 

the classroom level to see how evolution is taught and learned. 

 

* A study of attitudes and beliefs of the teachers with regard to the theory of 

evolution is also required in a South African context. 
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APPENDIX A 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

PLEASE INDICATE THE CORRECT ANSWER BY PLACING THE CIRCLE AROUND THE 

CORRECT LETTER. THE CORRECT ANSWER IS INDICATED AS BOLD. 

1. How old is the Earth? 

A. 530 million years. 

B. 6000 years. 

C. 4 500 million years 

D. 2 billion years. 

 

2. Fossils are………… 

A. Models made by scientist.  

B. Only made by bones. 

C. Very rare and broken into small pieces. 

D. The remains of living organisms preserved in rocks. 

 

3. What do fossils tells us? 

A. About life in the past. 

B. That the scientists are good at making models. 

C. Fossils are only connected with fuels. 

D. God made other forms of life. 

 

4. Gondwana is/was…………. 

A. A fossil plant that occurs in South America, Africa and Australia. 

B. A mammal-like reptile. 

C. An ancient land mass in Southern Hemisphere. 

D. An ocean between the Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere. 

 

5. Methods of dating fossils are…………. 

A. Usually reliable. 

B. Very unreliable. 

C. Biased. 

D. Inaccurate. 

 

6. The earliest forms of life on Earth were…….. 

A. Viruses. 

B. Humans. 

C. Plants. 

D. Bacteria. 
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7. Humans have been on the Earth for……….. 

A. 2000 years. 

B. 100 000 years. 

C. 4000 years. 

D. 20 000 years. 

 

8. A Dinosaur is/was……. 

A. A mammal-like reptile. 

B. A bipedal reptile that became extinct 65 million years ago. 

C. A reptile that evolved into tortoises. 

D. The ancestor of the crocodiles. 

9. A mass extinction means that……. 

A. Thousands of species become extinct over a few thousand years. 

B. Thousands of species become extinct over a few days. 

C. Thousands of species become extinct over a few years. 

D. All life on Earth becomes extinct. 

 

10. “A living fossil” is……… 

A. The remains of animals and plants which have been preserved by natural causes 

in Earth’s crust. 

B. The material remains of human beings. 

C. An impression cast or tracks of any living organism on earth. 

D. A living organism that belongs to a group of mostly extinct species. 

 

11. What provides strong evidence of evolution? 

A. Fossils. 

B. Humans. 

C. Artefacts. 

D. Peppered moths. 

 

12. Which is the place of origin of Hominids? 

A. Israel. 

B. Eurasia. 

C. Gondwana. 

D. Africa. 

 

13. Charles Darwin formulated the theory of… 

A. Artificial selection. 

B. Catastrophism. 

C. Evolution by natural selection. 

D. Natural theology. 

 

14. Evidence for “descent with modification” is… 

A. Different bones in the forelimbs of vertebrates. 

B. The same genes in all vertebrates. 
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C. Identical bones in the forelimbs of vertebrates. 

D. Similar bones in the forelimbs of all vertebrates. 

 

15. The theory of acquired characteristics states that 

A. Organisms acquire characteristics to help them fit in with their 

environment. 

B. Organisms that don’t fit in with their environment die. 

C. Organisms tend to become more complex over time. 

D. Organisms pass detrimental characteristics to their offspring. 

 

16. The study of distribution of plants and animals around the world is called… 

A. Anthropology 

B. Biogeography 

C. Palaeontology. 

D. Anatomy. 

 

17. Species that exist at the present time are called… 

A. Extinct. 

B. Dominant. 

C. Selective. 

D. Extant. 

 

18. The theory of natural selection was most strongly influenced by… 

A. Darwin’s observations in South Africa. 

B. Darwin’s collection of beetles. 

C. Darwin’s reading of an essay by Thomas Malthus. 

D. Darwin’s visit to the Galapagos. 

 

19. The theory of natural selection requires that…. 

A. Variation exists within a population of organisms. 

B. A population must pass through difficult environmental conditions to evolve. 

C. Populations must be separated from other populations to evolve. 

D. Species must compete with each other to evolve. 

 

20. Artificial selection shows that… 

A. Farmers can create new species by selective breeding. 

B. Biotechnology can be used to create new species artificially. 

C. Humans can change the characteristics of a plant or animal by selective 

breeding. 

D. By isolating animals artificially in game parks, we cause inbreeding. 

 

21. Who is regarded as the father of genetics? 

A. Charles Darwin. 

B. Gregor Mandel. 

C. Louis Pasteur 
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D. Jean Lamarck. 

 

22. Choose the correct statement (s) 

A. Mendel worked together with Darwin. 

B. Mendel worked before Darwin. 

C. Darwin and Mendel never met. 

D. Darwin formulated the theory of natural selection. 

 

23. What are the factors that control inheritance called? 

A. Phenotype. 

B. Genotype. 

C. Locus. 

D. Genes. 

 

24. Which of the following are the monomers of DNA? 

A. Nucleotides. 

B. Nucleic acids. 

C. Amino acids. 

D. Nucleons. 

 

25. What is the natural shape of DNA? 

A. Single stranded. 

B. Double stranded. 

C. Ladder-like. 

D. Hexagonal. 

 

26. The process of forming messenger RNA is called…. 

A. Translation. 

B. Replication. 

C. Transcription. 

D. Dehydration. 

 

27. Where does protein synthesis take place? 

A. Mitochondria. 

B. Nucleus. 

C. Endoplasmic reticulum 

D. Ribosomes. 

 

28. RNA differs from DNA because… 

A. RNA contains deoxyribose. 

B. RNA has uracil instead of thymine. 

C. RNA is double stranded. 

D. RNA has thymine instead of uracil. 
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29. Which type of RNA transfers the amino acids to the ribosomes? 

A. mRNA. 

B. rRNA. 

C. tRNA. 

D. Both A and C. 

 

30. If the sequence of bases in DNA is TAGC, then the sequence in RNA will be… 

A. ATCG. 

B. TAGC. 

C. GTCA. 

D. AUCG. 
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APPENDIX B 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

INTRODUCTORY QUESTIONS 

1. How long have you been teaching Life Sciences? 

2. Which grades are you teaching? 

3. What is your highest qualification in Life Sciences? 

4. Do you enjoy teaching Life Sciences? 

CONTENT QUESTIONS 

FOSSSILS 

1. What do you know about fossils? 

2. Did you study fossils at college or university? 

3. How do the fossils support the concept of common descent? 

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY 

1. What do you know about comparative anatomy? 

2. What does it tells us about evolution? 

COMPARATIVE EMBRYOLOGY 

1. What do you know about comparative embryology? 

2. How does this support the concept of common descent? 

NATURAL SELECTION 

1. Tell me what you know about the theory of natural selection? 

2. Who developed this theory? 

BIOGEOGRAPHY 

1. What do you know about the concept biogeography? 

2. How does biogeography relates to the theory of evolution? 

QUESTIONS ABOUT CHALLENGES 

1. Did you experience any difficulties when you first taught evolution? 
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2. If the answer to the above question is yes, what kind of challenges did you 

experience? 

3. How did you deal with these challenges? 

4. What is the attitude of learners towards the theory of evolution? 

5. How do you respond to learners’ responses that oppose evolution? 

6. Have you ever felt pressure to include creationism to evolution in your classroom? If 

the answer is yes, tell me about that incident. 

7. Do you feel that you have adequate knowledge to teach evolution> 

8. Do you think that the department of education has done enough to prepare Life 

Sciences teachers about this new topic? 

9. What do you think the department should do in order to assist Life Sciences teachers 

on this topic? 
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